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EDITORIAL
SENTIMENT, MARKETS, OPPORTUNITIES

I n 2016, the PSI managed to achieve exactly what it should ideally always achieve. It 
inspired the market sentiment, and experience shows that this carries over into the 

first few months of the year. This is why many industries choose to hold their leading 
trade show in the first weeks of the year. Of course, this sentiment prelude is only suc-
cessful if the markets allow it and have already noticeably ex-
perienced it in the preceding year. According to the PSI Indus-
try Barometer, 65 per cent of the market participants experi-
enced rising sales in Europe in 2015. The end-of-year senti-
ment was thus positive. Especially after years that were not the 
best. Is it any wonder then that over 80 per cent of market par-
ticipants expect increased revenues of 10 to 20 per cent or 
more in 2016.  Some will say that is a rather bold prediction.

But anyone who has attended the in-house trade shows in 
the past few weeks will confirm the positive sentiment. And
this is immediately felt at in-house trade shows where the in-
dustry customers of the local organiser are in attendance. If 
the sentiment among these customers were negative and the
order results were just as poor, one would soon see sour faces 
– among distributors and suppliers alike. Studies conducted 
by the advertising industry actually predict growth rates of up to 30 per cent for mar-
keting and advertising. Logically, a good chunk of the budget will flow to the promo-
tional products industry.

Does that mean everything is fine? Yes, the promotional products industry is back 
on track again. However, in order to ensure that the share of promotional products in 
the budgets of advertising companies is even bigger, our industry and its supporting 
companies need to promote themselves even more. Each advertisement in newspapers
is a testament to the creativity of advertising agencies, as is every TV commercial. The
Internet and social networks are similarly effective in their own way.

Promotional products are also an indication of inspiring creativity – in all price cat-
egories. The companies that make these product creations possible seldom appear in 
the public limelight. At most in classified ads, the impact of which is even smaller than 
their format. But we have to do more advertising: on building facades, in magazines, 
in social networks and so on. Whoever is part of the advertising industry must also show 
and practise this. We are not primarily distributors or suppliers, we are advertisers. Ad-
vertising is the goal of our actions. And we are either outright advertisers or not at all,
especially in the way we present ourselves. A good future can be even better.

Manfred Schlösser

On this note

Manfred Schlösser
Editor-in-Chief PSI Journal
Your opinion: schloesser@edit-line.de
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Nur mit echten Argumenten punkten. 
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TRENDS & BRANDS

HOLIDAY PLEASURES
“Anyone who travels has a lot to tell.” With 
this well-known sentence, the German poet 
Matthias Claudius begins his poem “Urians 
Reise um die Welt” (Urian’s Journey Around the 
World) in the year 1786. In this poem Mr. Urian 
tells of his experiences of his round-the-world 
trip. What still sounded very adventurous 
330 years ago is now everyday life of tourists. 
Travelling is a condition which is an indispen-
sable part of (business) life. Anyone travelling 
should not only take along his belongings, but 
most importantly essential things. This is of 
course relative and depends on your own per-
sonal taste. One thing is certain: Useful things 
for on the go should not only be practical, but 
can also be real eye-catchers that set surpris-
ing accents – as the selected examples show.     

PSI Journal 4/2016 www.psi-network.de

HAVE A GOOD TRIP!!
Trolley made of a mixture of polycarbonate/ABS 
Jüscha GmbH
PSI No.: 41170
www.juescha.de

ELEGANT TRAVEL COMPANION

Bric’s Spa
PSI No.: 49334
www.brics.it

TRENDY FOR MONETARY ITEMS
Wallet made of full hide Ec
The Leather Business 
PSI No.: 46523
www.leather-business.co

ON THE GO
“Big Bubbles” cosmetic bag 
Gabriele Bühring
PSI No.: 40807
www.buehring-shop.com
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THE SPECIAL KICK
According to an idiom, football is the most 
beautiful pastime in the world. The battle for 
the round ball undoubtedly plays a significant-
ly more important role for many die-hard fans 
on the occasion of major international football 
events. And very few people can imagine that 
football was a sport played exclusively within 
the walls of British elite schools hundreds of 
years ago. The “Cambridge Rules” of 1848 
formed the basic principles for the rules of 
modern football. Football came to Germany at 
the end of the 19th century. After considerable 
initial difficulties, it has long since become 
the most popular sport – and the promotional 
products industry is now increasingly turning 
its attention to major events such as the forth-
coming European Championship. 

BALL-CATCHING EYE-CATCHER
CAR-KEEPER
Sweetware GmbH & Co. KG
PSI No.: 44998
www.sweetware.de

PLAYING FANS WIN

CHEERFUL LOGO LOLLIPOPS
Logo lollipops
Coronation Rock Limited
PSI No.: 49401
www.coronationrock.co.uk

SEAMLESSLY STRONG
Thermo ball
Bola Gema
PSI No.: 47566
www.bolagema.com
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DEUTSCHLAND:
info@newwave-germany.de

Tel.: +49(0)8033 979 120

www.newwave-germany.de

ÖSTERREICH:
info@newwave-austria.at

Tel.: +43(0)5373 200 60 0

www.newwave-austria.at your complete promowear supplier

7 Farben | 14 Styles | Damen & Herren | Business & Sportive | Sommer & Winter | Für 365 Tage im Jahr

Die komplette
ESSENTIALS
Kollektion
im neuen MyBook16!
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CORPORATE LOANS

BANKS ASK FOR  
MORE TRANSPARENCY
Growth-oriented companies can as a rule only invest with the help of banks. When negotiating
loans, however, decision-makers are facing stricter standards in the form of subsidiary agree-
ments (covenants) included in the loan agreements. Although these covenants demand more
transparency for the banks, they can also bring advantages to well-run companies. 

W hen loan commitments are extend-
ed or expanded, decision-makers are

increasingly noticing that covenants are
being defined in the loan agreements with 
banks which, for example, make it a con-
dition that the company maintains a spe-

cific level of profitability, regulate share-
holder withdrawals, or makes funding de-
pendent on supplementary consulting. By
including these additional clauses in the
loan agreements, banks want to obligate 
the debtor to maintain certain benchmarks

or submit certain information at certain 
times without being asked. If the compa-
ny or its management does not meet this 
obligation, then the credit institutes re-
serve the right to put sanctions in place.
These sanctions can vary greatly: conceiv-
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est terms, the successive reduction of spe
cial credit lines, a demand for (addition-
al) securities or, in the worst case, the can-
cellation of the credit facility. 

COVENANTS ARE GOING TO INCREASE 
Due to the economic crisis, banks are hav-
ing to get more deeply involved with com-
panies and their daily business than in the
past. Even the requirements of Basel II
and the internal “MaRisk” lending prac-
tice (minimum requirements for risk man-
agement) are forcing lenders to search for 
ways to limit or be able to respond in due
time to lending risks. Especially the addi-
tional clauses enable the banks to man-
age risk and act consistently in the event 
that these clauses are not observed. Thus 
covenants help meet the increased need 
of banks for security and adjust terms to 
the risk. Because this opens up ways to
act earlier than used to be possible, cov-
enants will gain in importance in future 
credit transactions.

BE SURE TO ADHERE  

TO AGREEMENTS
Within the scope of freedom of contract,
banks are of course free to insert all sorts 
of subsidiary agreements into the agree-
ments, providing the company taking out 

the company will only be able to refuse 
to accept the conditions for granting or 
extending credit stated in the covenants 
in exceptional cases. This would require 
another lender, for instance, or a strong-
er negotiating position for the company. 
If subsidiary agreements are made, they 
must by all means be adhered to. Other-
wise the company will be in for a big sur-
prise when, for instance, it submits doc-
uments for auditing (for example, quar-
terly business analyses) and discovers that
loan conditions (such as withdrawal prac-
tice, equity ratio, or return on sales) have 
not been met, causing the bank to deduce 
that sanctions must be implemented.

EXCESSIVE WITHDRAWALS AND  

PROFIT DISTRIBUTION PRACTICES
In the future, banks are going to make
increasing use of covenant requirements 
to prevent the outflow of liquidity and
profits. Thus they wish to ensure that com-
panies, for instance, are not “decapital-
ized” or their liquidity “dried out” due to 
withdrawals or company split-ups, and/
or holding constructs. In more and more 
cases, excessive withdrawals will not be 
tolerated and profit distribution practice 
regulated.

 

CREDIT RATING DETERMINES AGREEMENTS
In the future, lending practice to SMEs will
depend on how the creditworthiness of the
banks’ clients develops over time, what sort 
of growth forecast a company has, and how
the bank defines the company’s econom-
ic sector, which is used to derive the risk 
estimate. Of course, the relationship be-
tween borrower and credit institute hith-
erto will also be of significance. If the com-
pany has verifiably strong chances of growth 
and the physical securities are insufficient 
to give the bank adequate loan security,
then covenants will be used disproportion-
ately to “steer and guide” the client.  What
is certain, is that larger loans will be re-
quested in the presence of plausible prof-ff
it forecasts. The less the physical securi-
ties can be provided, the greater the prob-
ability that additional covenants will be in-
cluded in loan agreements. 
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FOCUS

THOMAS UPPENBRINK
Owner of Thomas Uppenbrink & Collegen 

GmbH, Autax Consilium, Solventum GmbH,

and Pro Economica Beteiligungs- und Ver-

waltungsgesellschaft mbH with the functions

of insolvency administration, company reor-

ganization, debt-relief strategies, and crisis 

management. He is regularly commissioned 

by German courts as an expert consultant in 

cases of disputes between insolvency admi-

nistrators and tax consultants with regard to

questions of fees and related contestations. 

www.uppenbrink.de

MICHAEL PRÜMER
For 24 years, the banker and business ma-

nagement graduate Michael Prümer held

senior positions at Deutsche Bank, mainly

in the lending business with medium-sized 

customers. Since 2001 he has been working 

as an independent consultant for SMEs. With 

the main focus on bank communication, he

supports companies to present themselves 

to banks and advises them in banking and 

especially security matters. As a partner for

Thomas Uppenbrink & Collegen GmbH, he

advises in the areas of financing and restruc-

turing concept and corporate restructuring.
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FORMER EXPERIENCES  

TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT 
Even if the credit institute may always have 
received punctual interest and amortiza-
tion payments from the debtor in the past,
if the management or shareholders have 
not acted in compliance with the agree-
ments, then here,  too, covenants will more
likely be included in new loan agreements.
As an example: if withdrawals and/or ad-
ditional investments are made without no-
tifying the bank, or only later informing it, 
then this is not exactly conduct prone to
promote trust. Companies that make use 
of loans must therefore always be aware 
of how their actions could be judged from 
the bank’s point of view.

REALISTIC COMPANY  

PRESENTATION SOUGHT 
How a company presents itself to the bank 
is of decisive importance to the granting 
of credit. A company whose presentation 
is overly deficient is damaging its own cred-
it rating. However, an all too positive pres-
entation should also be avoided, since then
the bank will be likely to set the demands 

for liquidity, profit, and sales forecasts in 
the covenants so high that complications 
will arise at the latest with the first quar-
terly figures, and the bank will be able to 
assert its rights pursuant to the subsidiary
agreements, which is what happens as a 
rule. That is why it is very important for 
the entrepreneurs, chief executives, tax
consultants, or auditors conducting the ne-
gotiations in the interest of their clients not 
to set the requirements in the covenants
so high that the company cannot adhere
to the agreements later. Even within the
scope of the “predictive power” in the es-
timation of Basel II, it is important not to 
make the estimates too poor nor too opti-
mistic. It is better to discuss poor figures 
with the bank consultant than to be in breach
of contractual agreements later.

 

ADVANTAGES FOR  

WELL-RUN COMPANIES
Companies and executives who have their 
companies under control, who manage 
companies with and through figures and
make the decisions, will tend to gain ad-
vantages rather than disadvantages by ac-
cepting covenants – as long as they pay at-
tention to their credit ratings and their abil-
ity to service their debts, and fulfill all sub-
sidiary agreements. Companies that fulfill
all the agreements with the banks benefit 
as a rule from better terms as well as low-
er requirements with regard to securities. 
So companies should not lose sight of these 
two decisive advantages. What borrowers
are not always aware of is that covenants
in loan agreements cannot simply be whisked 
aside if specific figures or requirements
are not met. At the latest after the econom-
ic crisis, financial institutions will set the 
bar very high indeed – not only for com-
panies adversely affected by the crisis, but
increasingly also for those hitherto judged 
to be sound.
Thomas Uppenbrink, Michael Prümer <
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OVER-INDEBTEDNESS AND INABILITY TO PAYT 

Insolvency proceedings as an 
opportunity for companies

es can get into trouble for a variety of reasons. Problems often develop gradually 

equently not recognized as being life-threatening until quite late. This can even 

o promotional product companies. In our interview, Justus Schneidewind, a lawyer ha

d insolvency administrator, explained to us how companies can identify warning signals 

nsolvency as an opportunity for a new start in the event of an emergency. This ex-

dy spoke on the topic of insolvency law at the annual general meeting of the GWW.

eidewind, as a rule, insolvency announces itself early on. What are the warning si-
nals promotional product companies should pay attention to?

s for insolvency are the inability to pay and over-indebtedness (for legal entities, such
H). Entrepreneurs should know that inability to pay is already present if someone 
to pay ten percent or more of their d

to the German Federal Court of Justice (B
to limited liability, that is, a GmbH, but n

with § 13 of the German Insolvency Code (In
upon a written request. This request is the fo
ings. The managing director of the GmbH mu
the latest after a reason for insolvency arises. 
ing of the law.  

What should an entrepreneur do if he gets int
The best thing for him to do is to consult a la
has settled corporate insolvency cases, that i
consumers with debt relief is less suitable for 
spare no expense. Unfortunately, often only a 
ever, they usually lack the expertise necessar
ver, these professions are often distinctly afra

What should a promotional product distributor, 
As a rule, suppliers learn of the problems muc
is a fear of poorer conditions. However, keeping silent too long only antagonizes suppliers 
and runs the risk of destroying mutual trust for the long term. This would be short-sighted,
for you need suppliers to cooperate in getting the company back on its feet through insol-
vency proceedings. So honesty is, indeed, the best policy. 

How can suppliers protect themselves against contestation?
Anyone who supplies a customer that is already unable to pay runs a great risk of having 
the future insolvency administrator contest the payments of this customer, that is, demand
that they be returned to the insolvency assets. So the insolvency is protested by an action
for payment. Its goal is to satisfy all creditors equally – that is, proportionately by the ad-
ministrator. That is why those who receive such payments on their claims before the insol-
vency even though they knew of the insolvency must pay back the amounts received. A typ-
ical sign of inability to pay, for instance, is that a customer fails to meet payment deadlines 
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and has to be legally forced to make payment. Also, learning that health insurance compa-
nies and tax offices are no longer being paid on time leaves hardly any doubts. 

Are there other signs of impending inability to pay?
A request to pay accumulated arrears in instalments is an indication. If the supplier still
agrees to instalments, then it is imperative for him to obtain assurances that the customer 
is indeed able to  fulfil all obligations if payment is made in instalments. The good news is 
that parliament is already considering a law in favour of the distributor. 

When should a supplier cease delivery?
By no means should any deliveries be made to a company that is clearly insolvent – even if 
the entrepreneur does not admit this himself. Even if a supplier has granted facilities for 
payment beforehand, he should be aware that the insolvency administrator will assert claims 
contesting the payments in the event of insolvency. Anyone who truly wishes to help his 
customer should talk to the customer at the first sign of a crisis, such as seizure by third
parties or if current deadlines are not met, and point out the opportunities offered by insol-
vency proceedings. 

Why can insolvency also be seen as an opportunity? 
If a GmbH has a reason for insolvency, the company will not be able to avoid insolvency.
However, it not infrequently happens that the entrepreneur with a new company can then 
buy back his own former company from the insolvency administrator out of the insolvency
assets: tools and machines, customer base (if permitted by data protection laws) can in this
way return into his ownership. We call this “transferred restructuring”. The entrepreneur 
must be able to pay the purchase price, however, or find a backer for this purpose. 

What do insolvency proceedings accomplish?
Insolvency proceedings lend themselves as an alternative. They are similar to the arrange-
ment proceedings we know from earlier times. The latter was almost never applied success-
fully because very high settlement levels had to be paid to creditors and all creditors had to 
agree. The new insolvency law has changed this entirely. If the majority agree to the insol-
vency plan, even “troublemakers” among the creditors can be outvoted. However, there are
many other possible ways to go about it, in particular self-administration where the man-
aging director keeps his position. 

Do insolvency proceedings allow for debt relief? 
The new insolvency law offers an opportunity to become free of debts in a relatively short
time. Debt relief is also possible for the entrepreneur without planning procedures, albeit
only with a six-year “good conduct period”. During this time, the only income allowed to
him is within the amount of the legal protected earnings rate, which is around € 1,000 net 
per month for singles not obligated to pay support. 

How can an insolvency administrator be found who really tries to preserve the company?
This often only works through word of mouth, even associations sometimes know of suc-
cessful reorganizations. It is not necessary to name any companies here. One example would
be that of the building materials suppliers, whose members are currently building up a net-
work of insolvency administrators.

JUSTUS SCHNEIDEWIND
Justus Schneidewind, lawyer, first 

worked in two large, nationwide insol-

vency administrator companies before

founding his own office in 2002. Today’s 

Sozietät Schneidewind Rechtsanwälte/

Insolvenzverwaltung has offices in

Potsdam, Berlin, Düren and Rostock.

Schneidewind is a lawyer specialising 

in insolvency and tax laws, as well as a 

certified public accountant. 
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I f a random passer-by is asked what he imagines a promotional product to be, he will 
in all certainty respond in nine out of ten cases by saying “a ballpoint pen”. A maxim

that everyone is familiar with: “Write and be remembered.” And there are good rea-
sons why. Before the development of writing, only oral communication was possible. 
The invention of writing is regarded as one of the major achievements of civilization, 
as it reliably allows the transfer of knowledge and cultural traditions as well as their 
preservation for a long time. This is behind the maxim “Write and be remembered”. 
However, a writing instrument and a writable medium are needed to write. Which brings
us to the topic of this section. Since the beginning of the written word (around the 5th
millennium BC), there have been a variety of techniques in use, including inscribing in
stone, carving in clay and writing with ink on palm leaves, papyrus, parchment and
paper. Even in the age of keyboards and files, the analogue technique of writing on a 
medium such as a notebook is still “in”. Even today, the maxim applies: Write and be 
remembered. And this apparently applies to those who advertise, too. <

WRITING UTENSILS AND OFFICE 
LASTING VALUES   
They stand for promotional products par excellence: Writing instruments were and are 
the timeless classics in the area of representational advertising. Together with other 
promotionally effective as well as useful accessories, they spread the image of advertisers 
wherever something is noted.
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A NICE TRIBUTE
T he Appeel collection from the company Lediberg reflects the everyday colours 

that apples have and pays homage to nature’s colour scheme. Lediberg has 
recognised the potential of the parts of the apple which are usually just thrown away.
Thanks to an exclusive state-of-the-art production process, this waste can now be
reused as a raw material for making genuine products out of recycled natural 
materials. The Appeel collection lives up to an ecological philosophy which
appreciates and respects the value of nature. Hand-made accessories and notebooks
made out of organic artificial leather and paper are just some of the special products
for sale.

A JACK OF ALL TRADES
W ith Moynd, the sticky memo specialists from Wolfenbüttel, Germany have

developed a product that can do it all. Moynd is a versatile bookmark with a
built-in ruler which no desk should be without. This interesting product can be used
to mark your spot in a book or to write a note for someone. For a minimum order of 
250 units, imprints can be placed on this bookmark for a low fee using digital 
printing. Druck kugelschreiber  

ball 423

Ergonomischer Dreikantschaft 
für entspanntes Schreiben
Schaftfarbe: Weiß
Clip-Drückerfarben: 
Rot, Blau, Grün und Schwarz
Dokumentenecht nach 
ISO 12757-2
Strichbreite: M

FÜR VIELSCHREIBER  

STAEDTLER Mars GmbH & Co. KG · Moosäckerstr. 3 · 90427 Nürnberg
telefon +49 (0)911 9365-676 · fax +49 (0)911 9365-218
e-mail info@staedtler-promotional.de
internet www.staedtler-promotional.de
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A SMART ADVERTISING SPACE
W hen it comes to designing advertising for business 

notebooks and adapting the design to your own corpo-
rate identity, notebook edges have rarely been taken into
account by advertisers and agencies working on their behalf.
This is about to change because the new motif and coloured 
edging from Geiger-Notes offers a completely new way of 
customisation. The edges of the notebook block can not only
be finished with coloured edging for many business notebooks
and hybrid timers, but can also be personalised with logos,
lettering or patterns. The bright colours give notebooks a final
touch and turn them into real eye-catchers.
PSI 41615 • Geiger-Notes AG • Tel +49 6134 1880

info@geiger-notes.ag • www.geiger-notes.ag

KEEPING THINGS TIDY
T he Dusty pen holder from Inspirion will ensure your office 

is kept nice and tidy. The mini waste bin design offers 
enough space for approximately 25 pens. This original office 
organiser can also be used to hold change, batteries or any
other odds and ends. This accessory will ensure that the 
‘rubbish’ on your desk is separated properly. Several waste
bins with the same design can be attached to each other using 
the click fasteners located on the side and when they bins are
connected to each other, they will look nice on your desk. 
Dusty is available in five different colours.
PSI 42907 • Inspirion GmbH • Tel +49 421 52270

info@inspirion.eu • www.inspirion.eu

A SMALL MULTI-TALENTED KEYCHAIN
W hen you take a closer look, the Micro Construction keychain from Troika turns 

out to be a small real multi-talented product. With this keychain, you will be able 
to do small repairs or to write down important notes in an instant because it comes 
with a built-in pen, a ruler with centimetres and inches as well as a flat head and 
Phillips screwdriver. What is more, it has an integrated stylus for tablets or smart-
phones. Micro Construction is made out of aluminium, brass and steel and is available 
in six elegant trendy colours. Advertising can be placed on the shaft using printing or 
engraving methods. Engraving is free of charge for a minimum order of 100 units.
PSI 46311 • Troika Germany GmbH • Tel +49 2662 95110

a.bauer@troika.de • www.troika.org
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A FLYING MESSAGE
T he Metmaxx drone quadrocopter from Spranz is a trendy 

product that you can give to anyone as a present because
it is the perfect toy for young and old alike. And when this 
four-winged gadget has an advertising message on it, it is the
ideal gift to use for promoting your company or products. 
Metmaxx comes with a lithium ion battery, detailed operating 
instructions and a remote control unit, and is delivered inside 
a design box.
PSI 41462 • Spranz GmbH • Tel +49 261 984880

info@spranz.de • www.spranz.de

ELEGANT OUTFIT
W ood is not only a traditional material, it also ensures

manufactured articles an extremely elegant appearance
and a very pleasant feel. Macma has skilfully exploited this
with its new wooden writing set. This is composed of a blue
writing pen with metal system refill, a fountain pen including a 
blue cartridge and a letter opener. The entire set is housed in 
an exclusive wooden box that also serves as an advertising 
medium.
PSI 40909 • Macma Werbeartikel oHG •Tel +49 911 9818133

verkauf@macma.de • www.macma.de

COMPELLING BUSINESS FRESHNESS
T his flat card fits like a business card into any briefcase, jacket, wallet or purse. 

And the content has it all: Compelling peppermint freshness for any occasion, 
whether it be business or pleasure. The refreshing peppermint lozenges can be 
quickly dispensed through the corner hinged dispensing opening. The card is 
available in eight colours, each tailored to a specific advertising campaign. A special 
highlight is the improved print quality, which enables a high-quality fine and very 
accurate print image. A high-quality appearance with quality that speaks for itself –  
for convincing presence and security. A must in every office and in every briefcase.
PSI 42706 • Kalfany Süße Werbung GmbH • Tel +49 7643 801-0

info@ksw24.com • www.suesse-werbung.de
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DOUBLE BENEFIT
T he strategists at Promowolsch have christened a world first

with the name Maria Götze: the new name badge pen that
is used to ‘kill two birds with one stone’. Combined with a
name badge, the writing instrument is ideal for congresses, 
events, meetings and trade shows anywhere in the world. Both
together in one product for less than one euro (industry price). 
According to the manufacturer, even advertising “misers” are
amazed. The pen is optionally printable in several places, and
the name badge is also available with a single name, thus
ensuring that everybody can see and wear one’s good name.

-Advert-
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RECOMMENDED BY PROLIFIC WRITERS
T he new retractable ballpoint pen “ball 423” from Staedtler is impressive with its

high product quality, while its triangular shape helps provide a fatigue-free, 
comfortable writing experience. Its puristic form and white shaft focus all the
attention on the advertising. ball 423 is fitted with a blue refill and available with the
clip colours red, blue, green and black.
PSI 41108 • Staedtler Mars GmbH & Co. KG • Tel +49 911 9365514

info@staedtler-promotional.de • www.staedtler-promotional.de

SHINE ON EVERY DESK
T hey are eye-catching and elegant: Whether with a crown, 

glamour ball, crystal or magnetic metal sleeve – designer 
pencils are an eye-catcher on any desk. Reidinger GmbH from 
Hammelburg offers various designer pencils in “manageable 
quantities”. A shiny design part exudes sophistication on black 
coloured pencils and gives the desired advertising message
valuable character. The perfect promotional messenger for 
everyone can be found on the company’s website.
PSI 42938 • Reidinger GmbH • Tel +49 9732 9105-0 

info@reidinger.de • www.reidinger.de

PENS WITH A COOL HEAD
T he “Clic Clac Campbellton” is a ballpoint pen that offers 

numerous opportunities for attaching a logo. It boasts no
fewer than two surfaces for an elegant laser engraving or an
eye-catching print. In addition, the pen can also be provided 
with a doming on the very prominent square area of the head,
thus giving a logo a special plasticity. This gives it a true brand 
character. Clic Clac Campbellton is available in 10 different
colours and has a blue ink refill.
PSI 42487 • LM Accessoires GmbH • Tel +49 2234 9900-0

info@lm-accessoires.com • www.lm-accessoires.com



 Post-it® Notes connect

Michael Schiffer Promotion GmbH Post-it® Notes Printer - Authorized by 3M

Telefon: +49 (0) 28 43/16 92-0  www.promotion.michaelschiffer.com

Post-it® is a registered trademark of 3M

 Post-it® Notes connect ist der erste Werbeartikel, 
der jederzeit aktualisiert werden kann!

Schenken Sie Ihrem Kunden ein Post-it® Produkt mit Zugang zu 5GB 
gesponsortem Cloudspeicher, und bleiben Sie mit ihm dauerhaft in Kontakt.

Post-it® Notes connect vereint die Vorteile von Haptik und 
Digital in einem neuen, einzigartigen Produkt, das nach der 
Übergabe digital weiterlebt, weiter genutzt wird und von Ihnen 
jederzeit aktualisiert werden kann. 

Erfahren Sie mehr auf www.promotion.michaelschiffer.com

Haptische Kommunikation
ist multisensorisch, spürbar, 

physisch erfahrbar und 
nachhaltig emotionalisierend.

Erwiesen. Digitale Kommunikation
ist  interaktiv, aktualisierbar, 
mobil, relevant, zeitgemäß 
und nachhaltig bindend.

Erwiesen.

WIR STELLEN 
WERBEARTIKEL

AUF DEN KOPF. 
Promotional Products
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COLOURFUL, MORE COLOURFUL, UMA
I ndividuality and distinctiveness are enormously important when choosing an 

appropriate writing instrument. Colour is a key factor here. And this is where 
uma sets new standards. Our two new models “Fashion” and “Vogue” are
excellent examples of this. Serving as the fashion basis is a muted glossy barrel 
that is available in various colours. It becomes even more colourful because the 
barrel of this elegant retractable ballpoint pen can be created in an individual 
design with digital film transfer printing (uma Visual) –  with your very person-
al favourite colours and patterns. The matching contrast is provided by the
appealing tie-shaped clip in a muted or transparent shiny look. Up to 13
colours are available. Together there are almost countless combinations of 
options – an ideal platform for amazing advertising messages. Similarly
colourful is the new uma model Vogue: The range of variants here is produced
mainly through the filigree clip which gives the black and white barrel the 
decisive contrast. Incidentally, uma Visual also enables the housing of the
retractable ballpoint pen to be individually ‘wrapped’ in  your own patterns and
shapes by using film digital printing. Only one colour, but long-lasting writing 
enjoyment over more than 4,000 metres is ensured by the renowned uma 
TECH Refill with a nickel silver tip, tungsten carbide ball and paste manufac-
tured to ISO standards.
PSI 41848 • UMA Schreibgeräte Ullmann GmbH • Tel +49 7832 707-0

info@uma-pen.com • www.uma-pen.com

HANDY AND USEFUL 
E urostyle has a large number of new products in the area of office accessories, 

especially in the lower price segment. Gift sets and notebooks are trending and
suit the taste of every target group. The quality and price of the six-piece gift set for 
the desk, consisting of stapler, hole punch, paper clip dispenser, tape dispenser,
cutter knife, staple remover are convincing. The fold-up office box is optimal for the 
office, but can also be used at home and in the car. Thanks to the solid floor and 
reinforced carrying handles, the boxes can be used to carry even fairly heavy objects.
Two rails on the side ensure the stability needed to use hanging file folders. The box
comes in black. The office box can also be folded up into a convenient size and has 
a strap around it when closed. Thus it can be stored in the smallest of spaces with
ease. Inside, there are mesh pockets on both sides for holding additional things.
When the box is open, the strap can also be used for newspapers, for instance. 
All items can be finished.
PSI 41857 • Eurostyle-Emil Kreher GmbH & Co. KG • Tel +49 921 789520

info@eurostyle.eu • www.eurostyle.eu
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RETRO MEETS TECHNOLOGY
I n the online age, the mobile office has become commonplace. If all the technical

support can also be neatly stored in one place, there is nothing to stand in the way 
of perfect order. To this end, team-d is presenting a case in DIN A4 format that has a
synthetic leather structure with a “fishbone design” and plenty to offer: inside there
is an integrated power bank for smartphones and iPhones. The power bank is 
recharged again via micro USB. A stand for tablets keeps them in position. Your 
phone can also be easily operated in the transparent plastic pocket. Added to this, 
there are four elastic loops for accessories, an inner and outer compartment for 
documents and ample space for cards, an A4 pad and a writing utensil.

PROMOTIONALLY EFFECTIVE ERASER
W hy don’t you grab a pencil and paper? Anyone who likes capturing thoughts 

and moments, is creative or simply wants to refine ideas and strategies needs
an eraser to finalise his work. The new model from Hermann Flörke GmbH in XXL 
format (73x40x7 mm) offers a generous advertising space for up to 4-colour finishing
of logos, mottos and advertising messages. Like all erasers from Flörke, the XXL
TPE-based rectangle is also produced in an environmentally friendly manner, recycla-
ble and contains no PVC plasticizers. Erasers are also available in special shapes for 
customised promotions.

®

Power Bank
Q-Pack Lea

A100733

3D
Offset print

Battery capacity: 4000mAh
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STRONG PERFORMANCE
P rodir is now offering the DS10 exclusively in a velvety soft-touch feel. The expressive writing instru-

ment offers a combination of a beautiful soft-touch barrel and an elegant matt satined metal clip. The 
successful mixture of feel-good haptics and metal effect enhances the quality of the DS10 twofold. The
push button is also made of metal, either chromed or satined. Nine bold colours round off the strong appea-
rance. Prodir is now also offering additional personalisation options for its writing systems. The new
feel-good pen features three refills. Besides the Floating Ball offered as a standard refill, the premium 
low-viscosity refill TechGlide and the new, fast-drying gel refill SuperDry are also available: Innovative
writing technology for a really good writing feel. By the way: The DS10 has been awarded the prestigious 
IF Product Design Award for outstanding design.
PSI 43417 • Prodir GmbH • Tel  +41 91 93555-55

sales@prodir.de • www.prodir.com

A VELVETY TOUCH 
T he brand new Velvet pens made by Erga are arrived. A totally innovative product with an actual 3D

customization gives a soft velvety touch effect. A soft relief printing, available in many bright colours, 
allows the creation of a visual and tactile involvement able to charm everybody in promotion, merchandising, 
souvenir-book shops. Customers can choose among various standard fashionable textures and combine
them with any message or picture on clip. Wildlife design with a zebra-striped texture, Fancy Cows design
with a speckled texture, Paws, Hearts, Dots and Drops with the corresponding pictures all around the pen 
barrel are only some of the available designs. Additionally customers can decide to print their own velvety 
brand on the whole barrel of the pen. More information at: www.myvelvet.it
PSI 42480 • Erga Srl • Tel +39 011 2733032

info@ergaonline.com • www.ergaonline.com
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PRACTICAL HELPERS 
B ühring makes clip files out of flexible film such as the “Alpha”

model in Germany. Folders like these are practical helpers at
trade shows or in the logistics sector. In addition to the clipboard, 
slots for visiting cards and documents, forms or even welded 
pockets for regulations to be followed can be implemented. A large 
number of standard films and colours are available for this purpose.
Orders of 500 or more can be offered “economically”, according to 
Bühring. Smaller orders are also possible. Simple logos can be 
embossed, multi-coloured motifs are largely implemented by means
of screen or offset printing.
PSI 40807 • Gabriele Bühring • Tel +49 4154 79540-0

Vertrieb@Buehring-Shop.com • www.buehring-shop.com 

PAPERCLIPS WITH A DIFFERENCE
O riginal, flat, light, inexpensive and great for mailings – this best describes the

attributes of the motif paperclips from happyROSS. Numerous standard shapes
are available, including a bottle, car, bulb, pet and many other motifs which are
portrayed in bright colours or in gold or silver. If the desired motif is not listed, 
special shapes and logos can be designed. The practical paperclips are delivered 
loose in plastic boxes, paper boxes or small bags, depending on the application.
PSI 44954 • happyROSS GmbH • Tel +49 4532 28050

info@happyross.de • www.happyross.de

DATE FROM THE CAN
T he days of boring calendars are numbered with this can

made of tinplate. For here comes a perpetual calendar for 
any desktop in the form of a metal can from emotion factory
GmbH. By using the coloured magnetic rings, the current date
can be set on the lid. And 100 white slips of paper and a small
wooden pencil are provided in the can for taking notes. If there 
is insufficient space for individual advertising on the front of 
this best-seller, the supplier can also design a customised
insert in up to four colours.
PSI 45997 • emotion factory GmbH • Tel +49 7042 81550

info@emotion-factory.com • www.emotion-factory.com
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SMART LAD
I t is guaranteed to be a multitasking device, also looks good 

and goes by the name of “Smarty” – a stand for the smart-
phone and tablet with an integrated touchpen and cable 
manager on the back from the collection of the specialist
company reeko design. This attractive product is supplied in a
gift box made of black cardboard and is available in silver, blue
and anthracite.

LARGE BANDWIDTH
W ild design offers a wide range of cases and presentation

packaging for writing instruments. The products are manufac-
tured at the company’s own production facilities in Germany and can
be supplied in different quantities. The choice of materials ranges
from plastic using injection moulding and thermoforming processes, 
to cardboard with paper covering through to metal packaging. 
Functionally and universally designed inserts or clips ensure
optimum grip of the writing instruments and a “floating effect” for 
the transparent models. The cases are suitable for 
1 to 3 writing instruments.

1/3
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CLASSY DESIGN IN NEW COLOURS 
A classy, stylish design, yet the right choice for any occasion – that is what

characterizes the Waterman Hémisphère and could quickly make it your new 
favourite pen. As of now, PF Concept is offering the popular ballpoint in three
additional colours: rosewood, red and violet. Of course, the Waterman Hémisphère is 
also still available in classic silver and gold. As a gift, this ballpoint is ideally suited to 
anyone with confidence and style who loves handwriting. To round off the present,
PF Concept supplies every Waterman Hémisphère in a little gift box that distinctly 
emphasizes the pen’s elegant design.
PSI 40972 • PF Concept International B.V. • Tel +31 71 3328911

weborders@nl.pfconcept.com • www.pfconcept.com

THAT STICKS
T he magnetic specialist Brugger has developed new magnets especially for glass 

boards, which can be used on both sides. Super strong: Up to 8 sheets of 80 g 
DIN A4 paper can be fixed. Extremely practical: Things that are needed daily such as 
scissors, paper clips, keys or pens with metal clip can be fixed on the front. The glass 
board magnets can be eye-catchingly printed and are available from stock in many
standard colours. The semi-transparent colours are especially trendy; even special
colours are possible. Brugger attaches special importance to user-friendliness. 
Thanks to a grasping edge and coating, the magnets can be removed more easily.
There is no direct physical contact with the magnet, making them also suitable for 
people with a nickel allergy.
PSI 49521 • Brugger GmbH Magnetsysteme • Tel +49 7422 95190

info@brugger-magnet.de • www.brugger-magnet.de

EYE-CATCHER AT ANY MEETING
W hether it be at the office, meetings, conferences or as an acknowledgement for 

loyal cooperation. This individualised tag cuts a good figure on any bottleneck.
It gives a wine gift or a bottle of water in the meeting room an unforgettable char-
acter. For who can resist the accompanying small titbit? As desired, brand products
made by Ferrero, the finest milk chocolate or a mixture of fruit gums on the tag 
sweeten the liquid refreshment of the bottle content. Kalfany Süße Werbung offers 
these eye-catchers with surprise effect and can send them in time for any confer-
ence, trade show or POS.
PSI 42706 • Kalfany Süße Werbung GmbH • Tel +49 7643 801-0

info@ksw24.com • www.suesse-werbung.de
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ANIMATED TABLE CALENDAR
I n order to give business video messages an emotionally strong and

direct customer communication, the creative micx-media professionals
now combine high-quality, customisable VIDEOboards in so-called VIDEO
print calendars. The new VIDEOcalendars are available in different formats 
and screen sizes, including special finishes. The highlight: The installation
of the brand new video boards also automatically generates a new video at
the beginning of each month, so that in addition to the initial video twelve
other product or business films follow when turning the pages of the 
monthly calendar. The video calendars also have a variety of uses as 
information and advising tools, for example, for financial services, insur-
ance companies, the automotive industry or for IT technology. Further 
effective ideas to spread business messages with concept can be obtained 
directly from the experts of micx-media.

1/4
-Anzeige-
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PRACTICAL COMPANION
T he practical companion for the office, school and work, the book “gedanken-

GUT+” can be customised exclusively by Venceremos in Germany within a very 
short time. The hard cover format 182 x 182 mm is individually produced in four 
colours with cellophane lamination. The book contains a universal pen holder made 
of foam rubber, a pad with 150 sheets of white paper and a side perforation for easy
removal of the sheets. A neutral ballpoint pen from the company uma is included; 
alternatively a supplied ballpoint pen can be packaged. On request “gedankenGUT+”
can be supplied with a coloured rubber fastener. Venceremos offers spare pads in 
case the pad is used up. Thus the book can be used sustainably for a long time. The 
book is also available in a high-quality canvas version with a doming or foil embos-
sing. The delivery time is about three weeks after release. Samples are available on 
request. The product is protected under trademark law.
PSI 42941 • Venceremos GmbH • Tel +49 2566 2090

klaus.gillmann@venceremos-gmbh.de • www.werbemittelauspapier.de

UNUSUAL PENCILS
M anaomea – sustainable, connecting & creating – is a startup company based in

Munich, which lives the idea of social business. The exceptionally innovative
textile pencils made of natural fibres and biopolymers have a special significance.
manaomea supplies its clients customised pencils of the highest quality, produced at
its own factory in Germany. The pencils meet the needs for social justice, ecology 
and personal preference in taste and style. The pencils are not only excellent writing
instruments, but lie excellently in your hand due to their special ergonomics. “The 
Queen” with its African style and “The Noble” in a filigree appearance are just the 
beginning of a pencil (r)evolution of a special kind.
PSI 49675 • manaomea GmbH • Tel +49 151 20434729

hallo@manaomea.com • www.manaomea.com
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THE WRITING SET IN A SMARTPHONE BOX
K rüger & Gregordiades has been supplying wholesalers and retailers with 

innovative and reliable give-aways, toys, promotional products, cuddly toys and
trendy products since 1975. A practical writing set has been recently added to the
company’s diverse product line which includes a pencil with an eraser, three pens 
with black, blue and red ink, and a yellow highlighter. The set is packaged in a trendy
plastic box that features a smartphone design and is 116 x 61 x 12 millimetres in size.

HERE IT IS
F reshly designed and produced in Poland from scratch – El Primero ball pen.

Patented design and highest quality material provides unmatched quality vs. price
ratio. Colour combinations of the body and clip are very wide. It gives a unique 
opportunity to fulfill almost every client’s requirement. So much easier and funnier to
play with clips and body colours to hit just the right tone. Straight pen’s body
ensures variety of the print techniques (pad and silk screen). Wide and ergonomic
clip is just made for larger size imprints – something quite a lot of customers are 
asking for today.
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TWISTING AND MAKING NOTES 
O n the topic of “writing utensils and the office”, Easy Gifts 

is presenting two items from its extensive portfolio.
Firstly, the twist-action ballpoint pen “Brescia” made of the
materials plastic, ABS and steel, with a large-capacity plastic
refill with blue ink. Finishing is possible here by means of laser 
engraving on the clip. In addition, there is the notebook 
“Schleswig” with 160 pages of lined paper, which can be
customized using pad printing. Both items are shipped
individually packaged in a polybag.
PSI 47300 • Easy Gifts GmbH • Tel +49 911 81781111

info@easygifts.de • www.easygifts.de

ATTRACTIVE ARCHIVE 
C ustomized Archive folders are an efficient way to make 

Business Marketing. They allow you to organize docu-
ments and show professionalism with a simple product. They 
are also a very subtle publicity – you offer one folder to your 
clients or suppliers with important contents, while you offer 
your image. Beside you can use them personalizing your 
whole office with your company design – showing all the 
visitors a different branded product and an attractive and
organized archive. We all know how important is to make 
good impression, all details are important.
PSI 49331 • R3D Lda • Tel +351 275 331492

tania.pereira@r3d.pt • www.r3d.pt

PERFECT WRITING COMFORT
M acma offers a stylish metal writing set with a distinctive

appearance that is out of the ordinary. It consists of a
blue writing pen and a retractable pencil in a pouch in carbon
look. If requested by the customer, advertising can be lasered
onto the writing instrument. The laser price is per writing 
instrument.
PSI 40909 • Macma Werbeartikel oHG •Tel +49 911 9818133

verkauf@macma.de • www.macma.de
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BRIGHT AND FLAWLESS
T he “Sherlock” magnifying glass from Topico is ideal for those who like to take a

closer look. With two integrated LEDs and triple magnification, the magnifying 
glass ensures an unobstructed perspective. The plastic handle can be turned into a
stand thanks to a fold-out mechanism, enabling hands-free observation under the 
magnifying glass. The sharp reading aid is suitable for a variety of applications –
for example, for evaluating stamps or coins, and for deciphering the fine print in
agreements. Anyone wishing to take a closer look at this product can find the handy 
pocket magnifier in the 2016 PromotionTops catalogue. 
PSI 44327 • Topico Handels GmbH & Co. KG • Tel +49 421 52270

sales@topico.de • www.topico.de

STYLISH AND INNOVATIVE
T he “bluePencil” from the company bluebox is both a ballpoint pen and a pencil. 

It boasts an excellent refill technology that guarantees environmental sustainabi-
lity thanks to its refills. The exceptional writing instrument is manufactured from a
single piece of aircraft aluminium and is available in the trendy colours of silver, 
space grey, gold and bronze. Laser engraving provides an optimal finishing option.
With its (registered) design and its special haptic charm, the bluePencil is modern,
stylish and innovative. It is delivered in a high-quality gift box with three HB pencil
leads, two pen refills and a sharpener. 
PSI 49674 • bluebox Promotion GmbH • Tel +49 6241 266440 

info@bluebox.one • www.bluebox.one
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KALFANY SÜSSE WERBUNG 

NEW STAFF IN CUSTOMER 
SERVICE

K alfany Süße Werbung, a renowned 
producer of personalised confection-

ery, has been further strengthened with 
new personnel. Bernhard Stemke has
recently become responsible for customer 
service of the customer base A, B, C as the 
successor to Kim Häckel. With over 20 
years’ experience in back office and field

sales, the qualified wholesale trade 
businessman Stemke boasts in-depth 
knowledge of his tasks in the field of 
product advice, including order processing 
of personalized promotional products. As
the successor to the now retired Vera 
Nadler, Melanie Reinbold has been 
supporting the customer service team 
since the beginning of February. Qualified
both as an industrial clerk and as a
business administrator, she has many 
years of sales experience in the field of 
printing products and is looking forward to
the diverse tasks of being responsible for
the future customer base D, E, F in the 
production and finishing of sweet promo-
tional products. www.suesse-werbung.de <

Bernhard Stemke and Melanie Reinbold have 

brought fresh impetus to the distribution net-

work of the confectionery producer. 

STABILA MESSGERÄTE GMBH  

CHARITY WITH HAPPY FAMILY STICK

I n cooperation with Deutscher Kinderschutzbund Landau-SÜW e.V. and Deutscher 
Kinderschutzbund Bundesverband e.V. (German Child Protection Agency), the long-

established company Stabila Messgeräte developed an innovative mini parental guide
in the form of a measuring stick for World Children’s Day 2014. Part of the proceeds 
from each measuring stick sold should serve a social purpose. On 16 February 2016, 
1,028. 65 euros was handed over to Deutscher Kinderschutzbund in Annweiler. Since 
its announcement in September 2014, the first edition of the “Happy Family” measur-
ing stick has been sold out. “The purchasers, including banks, insurance companies
and well-known industrial companies, gave away the officially certified parental guide 
to expectant mothers and fathers”, explained Tobia Buchmann, head of promotional 
product sales at Stabila. The growth of a child from birth is documented on the loving-
ly designed measuring stick. Apart from reminders for check-ups and contact address-
es of family welfare institutions, the “Happy Family” measuring stick also provides
meaningful advice on everyday family life. Companies can order the measuring stick 
at werbemittel@stabila.de and have it personalized with their logo before giving it away.
www.stabila.de <

Tobia Buchmann and Holger Binder, head of sales and marketing at Stabila (left), present Heinrich 

Braun and Sina Kaimer of Kinderschutzbund the donation from the sale of the parental measuring 

sticks. Copyright: JeannetteJung/Stabila .

NEW BACK OFFICE STAFF MEMBER 

PREMO STRENGTHENS ITS TEAM 

P remo, the Almelo-based Dutch supplier of promotional products, is relying on Es-
ther Brüning to better serve its customers in the German-speaking region. The

35-year-old Brüning comes from the German Münsterland region but has spent her en-
tire professional career in the Netherlands. She has been employed
at Premo since July 2015, and initially worked in the graphics de-
partment. Since January 2016, she has been the new contact per-
son for all issues concerning customer requests and orders, where-
by she also prepares the print data and creates the proofs for cus-
tomers. She thus also supports Hans-Georg Nientiedt who contin-
ues to look after customers in the German-speaking region local-
ly through his commercial agency. Contact: esther@premo.nl
www.premo.nl / www.handelsagentur-nientiedt.de <Esther Brüning 
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PWA EXPO HELSINKI 

POSITIVE MOOD 

O n the evening of 4 February 2016, the spring event of the PWA Expo (Promotion-
al Wholesale Association Scandinavia) closed its doors at the Wanha Satama ex-

hibition centre in Helsinki. Overall, the two-day event was attended by 401 people. Klaus 
Beyer, PSI representative for all Scandinavian countries, drew an optimistic conclusion:
“Despite a slight decline in visitors 
compared to the trade show last year, 
the mood was positive. The Finnish
promotional products market has 
been marked by moods of recession 
for about two years. However, there
were no such moods apparent at the 
event just ending.” Among the 34
exhibitors were three German sup-
pliers (Geiger-Notes AG, UMA and
WIL Langenberg). Local represent-
atives of several other German sup-
pliers such as Daiber, Fare and Hal-
far were also represented. The next 
event will be held again at the same
place in the Katajanokka district of 
the city harbour of Helsinki on 24
and 25 August 2016. If you are interested in this and other trade show events of the 
Scandinavian region, Klaus Beyer can give you more information and arrange contacts: 
Tel. +49 5824 985826, mobile +49 172 7477262. klaus@beyergmbh.com <
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ART DI COMO DESIGN GMBH 

TASTY CHARITY EVENING

T he company Art di Como Design is not 
only known in the industry as a

supplier of trendy fashion articles and
design accessories, but also for its culinary
events and products of its business unit 
“RistoSante “. Relying on his experience in 
the latter area, managing director Rudi 
Raab, in his capacity as president of Lauf 
Lions Club, initiated a charity cooking 

event. He also managed to gain the
services of award-winning chef Andreas
Schweiger who waived his fee for the good 
cause. Under the guidance and with the
advice of the renowned professional chef, 
23 participants prepared a delicious 
4-course meal in Raab’s RistoSante
cooking school and donated a total of 
7,500 euros to the Münzinghof community.
The amount was rounded up to 10,000
euros by the Lions Club. 140 people, of 
whom about half rely on assistance due to
a disability, live in Münzinghof in Velden. 
For 35 years, residents have been opera-
ting a farm based on the principles of 
biodynamic agriculture and produce
cheese and bread from their own farm
products. The donation will go towards the
construction of a planned horse stable
where supervised riding is soon to be 
offered. www.artdicomo.de <
 

FURTHER EXPANSION

ALLBRANDED OPENS ONLINE SHOP IN FRANCE

A llbranded, the promotional product specialist from Hamburg, continues to grow. Af-ff
ter extensive market analyses, allbranded has now set up the website www.allbrand-

ed.fr, an online shop for advertising business customers in France, thus adding to its
stores for Germany, Austria and Switzer-
land. The website offers a wide range of 
promotional classics, give-aways and in-
novative product ideas. A modern design,
a clear navigation structure and large im-
ages make it easy for customers to search 
for a custom-fit promotional product. The 
responsive design ensures optimal utilisa-
tion. Each article can be configured online 
with just a few clicks and finished with a

logo as well as a special advertising message. “Since being founded three years ago, all-
branded has already recognized the great potential of a European expansion and has
now implemented this through the presence of an e-commerce offering in France”, said 
Marco Krahmer, CMO of the promotional product distributor. “The launch of the French
site of allbranded will also be introduced in the near future for the shops in Spain and 
Great Britain, specifically adapted for each country.” www.allbranded.de <

Rudi Raab (right) when handing over the

cheque to Münzinghof managing director Mi-

chael Taubmann (left). In the centre: Award-

winning chef Andreas Schweiger. .

Despite a slight fall in the number of visitors, there was

a positive atmosphere at the exhibition centre Wanha
Satama.
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PROMONOTES GMBH 

GROWTH AND RELOCATION

A t the end of last year, Lisa Lawrenz 
joined Promo Notes GmbH, the 

manufacturer of high-quality custom-print-
ed promotional products made from paper.
Lisa Lawrenz started her professional 
career in the printing industry and later 
worked in the publishing industry. Gerrit
Bruns, managing director of PromoNotes:
“In addition to her personal strengths, we
were impressed by her experience and

daily contact with 
the topics of printing 
and advertising in 
her CV. Ms Lawrenz
has already been 
actively supporting 
us in expanding our
business and taking 
care of our existing 

customers. “In addition to
this change in personnel, our company also 
has a change of location to report.
PromoNotes is moving further north of its
current location in Ellerau in Schleswig-
Holstein (north of Hamburg) to Kaltenkirch-
en which is conveniently located on the A7.
As of 15 February 2016, the company can 
be reached using the following contact 
details:

PromoNotes GmbH
Borsigstraße 8-10
24568 Kaltenkirchen
Tel.: 04191 -99133-00
Fax: 04191 -99133-99
info@promonotes.de
www.promonotes.de <

1 - 2 JUNE 2016 IN LUCERNE

2ND EDITION OF MARKE[DING] SWITZERLAND

T he Swiss educational and marketing expert promoFACTS will be holding the 
marke[ding] Switzerland as a promotional products show for distributors and in-

dustry customers for the second time on 1 and 2 June 2016. The venue will again be
the Messe Luzern. The claim of marke[ding] Switzerland is to stage the trade show plat-

form with a clear focus on the pro-
motional product and the diver-
sity of haptic advertising. As an 
innovation and information plat-
form, the trade show wants to be
the meeting place for the indus-
try, the impulse generator and the 
symposium of the promotional 
products industry. It shows the
diverse potential of visual and hap-
tic advertising and offers visitors 
a wide-ranging overview of the
performance portfolio and the use 
of representational forms of ad-

vertising, examples of best practice and innovative concepts. The concept of marke[ding]
Switzerland is geared to Swiss carrier agencies and distributor partners. They use the
platform “at attractive conditions” and invite their industry customers to the trade show.
All seven of the carrier agencies of the premiere will again be participating at the up-
coming June edition: Pandinavia AG, CPT AG, Polydono AG, Cadolino by comTeam AG, 
E7 Promotion GmbH,  kw open AG and diewerbeartikel gmbh. Meanwhile, joint pro-
motional activities are being implemented in order to achieve the defined common ob-
jective of 1,200 trade visitors. The trade show is moving into the prestigious Hall 1 this
year. The organizer also has more space available here and all exhibitors can be posi-
tioned together on a single level. Accompanying the trade show, lectures and work-
shops for visitors will be offered in an auditorium. The focus will be on sensory mar-
keting and multi-sensor technology. www.markeding-schweiz.ch <

ASS ALTENBURGER

REINFORCEMENT IN SALES

A t the start of the new year, ASS Altenburger continues to pur-
sue its future-oriented approach. Since January 2016, Salva-

tore Sangiorgio, a new Key Account Manager in Promotional Ser-
vices, has been supporting the 160 employees in marketing, sales
and production. Salvatore Sangiorgio can look back on over 20 
years of experience in the promotional product, lifestyle, textile 
and consumer goods industries. In his diverse career positions at
renowned companies including Fossil Europe GmbH, Senator GmbH
& Co. KGaA and, most recently, Bartenbach Marketing Services 
GmbH, he has gotten to know the promotional product industry 
both from a manufacturer’s and a distributor’s perspective. www.spielkarten.comm <

Last year the marke[ding] Switzerland was held on two 

floors.

Salvatore

Sangiorgio

Lisa Lawrenz
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PF CONCEPT LAUNCHES “INFUSION”

A LASTING IMPRESSION

P F Concept is breaking new ground in
the field of design options for promo-

tional textiles. With its innovative “inFu-
sion” technology, Europe’s multi-specialist
for promotional textiles is now able to print
directly into the fibres rather than simply
on the fibres. The colour print looks sharp 
and merges together with the fabric. The
result is an elegant appearance and a pure 
textile feeling. InFusion does not hinder the
natural breathing of clothing and is

therefore particularly well suited for light
clothing. There are no limits to the design 
options with this technology, and even the
trendy vintage look can easily be created.
“Such finished garments look like expen-
sive designer pieces and are therefore 
often worn,” says a confident Ralf Oster, 
managing director of PF Concept. The PSI
Journal will be introducing the new technol-
ogy in more detail in its May issue. 
www.pfconcept.com <

FILEREX EUROPE  

USB KEY TO FILE BECOMES EUROPEAN STANDARD

F iLEREX Europe GmbH & Co. 
KG is opening its European 

headquarters on the 18th of Janu-
ary 2016 in Berlin. Now that a pat-
ent has been granted for the prod-
uct, previously marketed under the
name «file/it», the new «File-away 
USB stick» is on its way to becom-
ing an international standard. Due 
to its unique combination of digi-
tal data, paper and encryption tech-
nology, the standard is part of to-
day’s trend, in the same way as
cloud storage. One standard, many 
options! Whether it is a building
project, tax return, legal deposi-
tion, credit contract, catalogue, training or sales document - whoever likes keeping their 
documents in order, will love FiLEREX. The «File-away USB stick» archives digital data 
of all kinds, together with the corresponding documents right where they belong: in

their respective binders. It is perfect for filing away
additional documents (statistics, tables and calcula-
tions as well as photos) and being able to find them
easily at any time. Advertisers can also benefit from 
the smart idea of attaching an electronic storage me-
dium to important paper documents. By using a con-
venient accessory to associate themselves with some-
thing really useful, they can win the hearts of custom-
ers who appreciate order and organization. Hans-Chris-
toph Kaiser, CEO of FiLEREX Europe GmbH & Co. KG
explains; «The patent grant is a breakthrough which
attests to our creativity and capacity for innovation in
a competitive market. Our vision is to set an innova-
tive international standard. Our mission: as a market 
leader, to provide customers with many solutions and 
opportunities! I am very confident that we can make
an attractive offer to our European customers, with
our experienced worldwide sourcing and flexible lo-
cal assembly in different colours, technologies and 

customized finishing.» For the company, the new exclusive standard programme also
includes offering professional and industrial media and 3D printing. «FiLEREX Europe 
GmbH & Co. KG will do everything necessary so that consumers everywhere will be
able to benefit from the new standard «, promises Kaiser. www.filerex.com <

The new “inFusion” technology puts colour 

directly into the fibre..

The recently patented „fileable USB stick” is expected

to become the international standard.

Hans-Christoph Kaiser, managing 

director of FiLEREX Europe GmbH

& Co. KG. 
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P roducts and services that enrich,
strengthen or expand the market de-

serve a proper debut. Thus, the promotion-
al products industry not only celebrated the 
start of the new year for promotional prod-
ucts in January 2016 during the PSI, but also
the first presentation of a total of 50 new
promotional products. And these product
premieres also experienced another pre-
miere at the same time, because for the first 
time the trade show visitors chose which of 
the innovations they deemed to be most con-
vincing. At the top of the list of crowd fa-
vourites was the fixxo universal smartphone 
mount for the car from BEMAG Sascha
Behrendt / fixxo Germany. Second place was
awarded to the concrete power bank by Vim 

Solution GmbH. The Suncard sunglasses in
a postcard by PLAYGRND Labs / Menzel 
GbR followed in third place. The three 
winners were honoured on 16th Febru-
ary 2016 with the People’s Choice Award
at a festive dinner at INNSIDE Düssel-
dorf Hafen. The choice of location as well
as the strong PSI presence highlighted
the high standing enjoyed by the PSI 
FIRST Club within the international net-
work of the promotional products indus-
try. PSI managing director, Michael Freter,
had the honourable task of presenting
the awards to the beaming winners above
the rooftops of Düsseldorf. With a focus 
on the award winners, but also upon the
other 47 PSI FIRST products, he empha-
sised: “Innovations are an asset for the
industry” and thus summarised the in-
tention behind the launch of the PSI FIRST
Club two years ago. The only downside
of the successful evening through and
through: the first prize winners (BEMAG
Sascha Behrendt / fixxo Germany) were 
unfortunately unable to attend at short
notice. Beyond the People’s Choice Award 
and the festive dinner, what distinguish-
es the PSI as an international network 
became evident during the evening: ac-
tive discussion took place and attendees
sat together in a jolly gathering until the 
late hours of the night. <

PSI FIRST 2016: PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD

A GENUINE ASSET
A brilliant idea, a market niche or a passion that has the poten-
tial for more: innovations are the ‘icing on the cake’ in the pro-
motional products industry. 50 new promotional products were 
presented at the PSI 2016 within the scope of the PSI FIRST Club 
– and the trade show visitors made their choice. The three win-
ners were recently honoured at a festive dinner in Düsseldorf.

PSI Journal 4/2016 www.psi-network.de
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1ST PLACE: THE FIXXO UNIVERSAL 

SMARTPHONE MOUNT FOR THE CAR
A new feature of the product is, for exam-
ple, that it can be docked into vent grates
or vent fins of every shape and size thanks 
to an innovative grip.

Sascha Behrendt, BEMAG Sascha 

Behrendt / fixxo Germany
“In our ten-year history, we have already 
won all well-known industry awards and are
spoilt in this respect. But first place in the
PSI FIRST Awards is a very special distinc-

2ND PLACE:  CEMENT POWER BANK
Under the motto “making the impossible
possible”, the team from Vim Solution has
created a product in a completely new de-
sign: a power bank out of concrete. 

Bastian Scheil, Benjamin Mayer,

Vim Solution GmbH
“We participated in the PSI FIRST for 
the third time and, of course, had hoped 
to make it into the higher ranks. But it
was also important for us to show the 
customer everything that is possible.

The fact that visitors could directly de-
cide which product is most convincing
for them this year is absolutely the right
approach, because the customer ulti-
mately decides which products he wants
to use. We already received incredible
feedback on our product during the trade
show. This was a very positive surprise. 
This prize is a testament to our efforts. 
It is both an incentive and motivation
to remain innovative. It is fantastic to
receive such great resonance from cus-
tomers for what we do. “Innovations 
are extremely important for us, but con-
sistency in the range is also important”. 
We have combined both with our prod-
uct. We will continue to work innova-
tively and would, naturally, be very 
pleased to take part again next time 
with an innovation!”

3RD PLACE: SUNCARD SUNGLASSES IN 

A POSTCARD 
It is a “do-it-yourself sunglasses assem-
bly set” through which the sunglasses
receive a new form and many additional
features. The promotional effect is also 
great, as the product is a flyer and give-
away in one.  

Moritz Menzel, PLAYGRND /

Menzel GbR
“We took part in the PSI for the first time 
this year. The fact that we won the award 

at the first go is a great honour for us. It
is the perfect start for entering the pro-
motional product market, as we have just 
launched our product and are still get-
ting to know the industry. We were once
told that one needs awards now and then
in order to become known and remain 
noticed. As industry newcomers this is 
therefore ideal for us, as we would, of 
course, like to draw attention to ourselves
and be taken seriously. The fact that the 
prize is awarded by the people also means
a lot to us, as it shows us that our idea 
is well received directly in the market. 
Hundreds of business cards that we col-
lected at the PSI are the proof that can 
be seen and felt – we are still working
on processing them today. PSI FIRST 
was a big success for us – on site and 
afterwards.”

THE WINNERS AND THEIR PRODUCTS

Christian Voithenleitner presented the fixxo uni-

versal smartphone mount for the car.

tion for us, because it’s a People’s Choice
Award. Here the products are not selected
by a jury in an arbitrary and inflationary man-
ner, but by the group of people who are vi-
tal for us, the promotional product distribu-
tors. They have voted our fixxo universal car 
phone mount ‘Number 1’ at the PSI Trade
Show out of 50 products. We have already
been able to observe that the transparent 
and credible nature of the award process, 
and the fact that there are only three win-
ners, has allowed our product to receive max-
imum attention and appreciation. We thrive 
on innovations, which we also express through
our umbrella brand “WOW! Products”. Eve-
ry one of our products has a WOW! factor. 
That’s our unique selling proposition in a 
fiercely contested market. We are known
for not only recognising trends but also for 
setting them.”

Frank Börschig, customer advisor at Vim So-

lution, with the concrete power bank.

Moritz (left) and Mathias Menzel (PLAYGRND/

Menzel GbR) were beaming at the PSI.
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is regularly well attended. Whether it be 
outside on the premises or in the show-
rooms, the trade show is bustling with
activity throughout the entire day. There 
were 302 visitors this year; almost all in-
vitations were accepted. Hennig was par-
ticularly pleased about this as it is also
indicative of how important the event is 
for the customers.

INTERESTING PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
The trade show is popular among exhibi-
tors and customers alike. Everyone likes
to come because the mood is good, the at-
mosphere is relaxed and the exhibitors are
actively engaged. There is no hectic rush
as they do not have to lug stands around
or spend ages assembling them: they sim-
ply place their products in the clearly ar-
ranged shelves of the showrooms where
they then remain for a while. It is also not
necessary to disassemble any stands. This 
system has proven itself and allows opti-
mal customer information at a managea-
ble cost for exhibitors. “The suppliers were
thrilled because there were terrific custom-
ers who received in-depth information”
said Hennig. “And although our event is
an info trade show, we also received spe-
cific inquiries.” The major exhibitors were 
also joined this year by newcomers with 

T he streets around the promotional
product centre of Rhine-Main are usu-

ally crowded when K+M Werbemittel 
GmbH invites guests to its promotional 
products trade show in late February. The 
professionally organized in-house trade
show which Managing Director Stéphane
Hennig and his team organise each year 
in the company’s own spacious showroom

The exhibitors’ activities were very well re-

ceived. At Senator, for instance, mugs were 

pprinted.

PSI Journal 4/2016 www.psi-network.de

K+M PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS TRADE SHOW  

ACHIEVING SUCCESS 
TOGETHER
Distributors, suppliers and customers form a team that im-
plements successful projects by joining forces and sharing 
ideas – this idea was behind this year’s motto of the promo-
tional products trade show at K+M on 25 February 2016. The 
friendly and dedicated cooperation of exhibitors, hosts and
customers once again demonstrated the successful concept 
of the event.
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interesting product portfolios. K+M was
thus once again able to present a wide range
of promotionally effective products to its
customers.

EVENT CHARACTER IS WELL RECEIVED
This year the distinctive event character 
of the trade show was especially notice-
able: On display were not only products
– some exhibitors also offered visitors a 
look behind the scenes. For instance, at
Senator it was possible to “commission”
a custom printed mug and watch how it 
is created. This offer was very well re-
ceived. InCrystal also offered something 

out of the ordinary: glass products were
finished there by using laser engraving.
Klio demonstrated that its smoothly writ-
ing ballpoint pen was not created by co-
incidence, but rather by the fact that the
refill has to undergo extensive tests. The 
manufacturer of writing instruments and
refills had installed a professional refill
test machine that enables the refills to
automatically write over many kilome-
tres. If you fancied something sweet, 
sweets boiled and shaped in the tradi-
tional way were produced by an employ-
ee of Jung Bonbonfabrik. Zogi demon-
strated their much acclaimed PSI cam-
paign in Obertshausen: visitors were able
to have their personal power bank print-
ed with their portrait (taken on location)
using digital printing. A nice idea which 

gave the customer a high-quality, per-
sonalised gift as well as information on
digital printing. Kahla brought along a
coffee stand where visitors could select 
different coffees – naturally in Kahla mugs. 
The beauty of the campaign: They drew 
attention to their products by highlight-
ing their production, finishing and use.
This made the products more tangible
and aroused enormous interest, making
it an ideal way to connect information 
and experience. The response to the var-
ious demonstrations was similarly enthu-
siastic. A prize draw in keeping with the 
motto “Achieving success together” round-
ed off the event.

STRONG CONCEPT,  

PROFESSIONAL IMPLEMENTATION
The promotional product trade show in 
Obertshausen has always stood for profes-
sionalism, but it is also known for its pleas-
ant atmosphere as well as the warm and 
personal attention given by the K+M team 
to its customers and exhibitors. Every year 
the team members wear a new, chic out-
fit, including a shirt embroidered with his
or her signature. The team is always at 
hand to accompany customers to the ex-
hibitors, to answer questions and to give 
advice on innovations and trends. This of-ff
ten results in further discussions in which 
ideas and special designs can be consid-
ered. Last but not least the irresistible aro-
ma from the catering zone entices all those 
present to stop by. Just as legendary as the
trade show is the catering with its unri-
valled quality – and this year was no ex-
ception, as everyone agreed. <

Crowded aisles, enthusiastic visitors: A fa-

miliar sight at the promotional product trade

show.
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W e always focus on providing a ge-
nuine haptic experience,” explains

Managing Director Tobias Bartenbach. 
“That is exactly why people are so keen 
to go to funfairs and that is exactly why 
our customers like to come to us. They
want to feel something new, hear some-

thing unusual, try out something funny. 
They are looking for new ideas they can
in turn use to win over their customers
and partners.” In this sense, the event at
the Lokhalle in Mainz was once again a 
top-notch source of inspiration. Marke-
ting experts came from all over Germany 

to get informed of trends and new pro-
ducts on the market of likeable, three-di-
mensional advertising vehicles. 

SHOWCASE PROJECT 200 YEARS  

OF RHINE-HESSE
As soon as we entered the place we no-
ticed the different structure of the trade
show compared to previous years. The 
stands were arranged around a special area 
in the centre presenting a current merchan-
dising project: on the occasion of the 200th
anniversary of the Rhine-Hesse region this 
year, Bartenbach had set up a display of a
compete anniversary collection on behalf 
of Rhine-Hesse marketing. During the in-
ception and distribution process, the en-
tire value added chain was needed, from 
the idea to the design and production, from
distribution to their own online shop, right
up to logistics. The Rhine-Hesse anniver-
sary collection was presented live at the 
Day of the Promotional Product and of-ff
fered for sale – of course, in a specially
branded mobile sales stand on three wheels, 
the Rhine-Hesse ape van. This novel con-
veyance was a cleverly placed eye-catch-
er demonstrating the company’s concep-
tual competence.

12TH BARTENBACH DAY OF THE PROMOTIONAL PRODUCT

FUNFAIR OF IDEAS 
Colourful, exciting, creative – the funfair as a large 
stage where you can see, experience, and try out new 
things, was the force behind the conception of this
year’s Bartenbach Day of the Promotional Product in
Main on 3 March. The 37 exhibitors presented a wide 
spectrum of promotional product ideas and caused 
many a surprise with campaigns and demonstrations. 
A total of 485 professional visitors from the Rhine-
Main region and far beyond came to get informed, 
advised and enthused.

Managing Director Anne Bartenbach and 

the “Rhine-Hesse Piaggio Ape”, the original 

sales stand of the Rhine-Hesse anniversary 

collection, which was presented live at the 

Day of the Promotional Product.Day of the Promotional Product.
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BROAD PRODUCT RANGE,  

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
The troupe of exhibitors had many well-
known large supplier names to offer. All 
product groups were represented, and the 
selection was remarkable: trendy innova-
tions and lifestyle items, as well as adver-
tising classics and global brands all togeth-
er provided for a colourful, multifaceted 
range of products for every conceivable 
area of application. The customers were 
extremely interested and avidly gathered 
information. What was not obvious at first
glance was explained and demonstrated
by the exhibitors. For instance, Orcas’ Hap-
tual concept met with great resonance,
which links haptic advertising with digital 
marketing. Tina Mahler explained vividly
and with specific items how, for instance, 
an individually customizable desktop prod-
uct with memo box, sticky notes, and pen 
holder could become a portal for virtual 
content with the aid of a code and an app.
A totally innovative, up-to-date and effec-
tive form of advertising aimed mainly at 
the target group of young technophiles.
Peter Löw of MiPow was also delighted at 
the great interest attracted by his stylish
products related to the themes of smart 
home, power sound, power tubes, and Blue-
tooth headsets. The bright play of colours
of the decorative MiPow Playbulb Sphere 
was fascinating even from far away. The
visitors were happy to have experts dem-
onstrate how the LED illuminated globe

with app control and colour change worked 
and what effects could be achieved with
it. How the industry takes up fashionable 
trends and turns them into products of its 
own could be admired at Alta Seta. “The 
breast pocket handkerchief is coming back,” 
said Patrick Polaniok, “so we developed a
small silk handkerchief with various pat-
terns. Depending on how a gentleman folds 
it, he has four pocket handkerchiefs in one.” 
The silk scarf printed with a different pat-
tern on each side is another present with
style that we liked very much. Of course,
there is also a matching necktie for it. 

CHEERFUL ATMOSPHERE OF A FUNFAIR 
The further course of the tour showed again
and again the many different ways that the
event’s motto, “Funfair of Ideas”, was im-
plemented. Between calendars here and

writing utensils there, you could discover 
a shooting gallery where you could take
aim at your target with expert instructions.
A few stands farther on there was a love-
ly old ring-the-bell strongman game recall-
ing days of yore and tempting many visi-
tors to give it a try. The aroma of freshly 
made popcorn from Magna Sweets also fit 
in wonderfully with the funfair atmosphere
and drew customers’ attention to the com-
pany’s most recent innovation, colourful
popcorn in all the colours of the rainbow.
With its motivated exhibitors, inquisitive,
open-minded customers, and high spir-
its on all sides, the 12th Bartenbach Day 
of the Promotional Product was once
again a successful trade show that doc-
umented the variety and creativity of the
industry. <

Motivated exhibitors, inquisitive customers, and high spirits at the 12th Bartenbach Day of the Promotional Product.
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B eing responsible also means to act socially. For no prosperous life is possible wher-
ever only “I” is in the foreground. Social behaviour, however, refers not only to our 

immediate society, but also to our environment, which is actually our shared world, in-
corporating everything that serves civilized coexistence. But without life there can be 
no coexistence. The basic term in Greek for life is “organic”. And the “biosphere” re-
fers to space filled with life, literally translated from Greek the “life sphere” and thus 
the habitat earth. The preservation – and not the exploitation – of this habitat should 
thus, in a social sense, be among the highest priorities of the human species which is 
dependent on this habitat. This outlines only briefly what it means and how important 
it is to live and act responsibly. This includes sustainable action, of course. That more 
and more companies in the promotional products industry are facing up to the respon-
sibility of combining ecology and social compatibility is demonstrated by the products
in this section. <

SUSTAINABLE AND CERTIFIED 
ADVERTISE WITH RESPONSIBILITY   
Sustainability is on everyone’s lips. And rightly so, as it is gradually becoming more
apparent how essential (for survival) it is to use natural resources sensibly and carefully
and to preserve the ecosystem of the only planet we have at our disposal.
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THE MESSAGE THAT KEEPS ON HANGING
E verybody is familiar with door handle hangers used in hotels; they give a person

the feeling of being a VIP. The hanger from Stick Jam turns ‘room service’ into 
‘VIP service’. This hanger really sticks in people’s minds and will be seen every day.
It has special features and can be customized and inscribed. The customer can select 
his/her wake-up time clock or one of the symbols (orders for pizza, fruit, etc.) by
turning the disc, or can incorporate a nice saying on it. For a minimum order of 
1,000 units, the hanger can have a customized design in 4C made according to a
master copy (chromo-sulphate cardboard, 500 g/m2).

HIGHEST STANDARDS 
H ardenbruch is presenting its model 300 voltage tester. The device impresses

thanks to its functionality (advertising with long-lasting benefit), individuality 
(a large choice of colours), and quality (VDE-GS certified and “Made in Germany”). 
The voltage testers already fulfil detailed improvement of planned new standards 
with regard to hand protection (at least five mm around the entire circumference),
clip (made of insulated material), and perceptibility of the indicator (dark back-
ground). On orders of 250 or more, Hardenbruch will print any desired logo on the 
voltage tester.
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SUNNY GREETINGS
N o other plant so impressively symbolises the sun as the

sunflower. No wonder it is a popular gift. Multiflower has
found a way of making such a gift as natural as possible. In a 
small, ecologically degradable coconut pot, the organic seed of 
a sunflower is sown. No subsequent re-potting is necessary, as
the complete pot with the grown plant can simply be trans-
planted to the soil. The Bio Sonne coconut pot is a natural 
give-away through and through for the next promotional 
campaign. The promotional message is applied according to a
standard motif. A customised wraparound label design is
possible from just 250 pieces.
PSI 45974 • Multiflower GmbH • Tel +49 6223 866560

info@multiflower.de • www.multiflower.de

CHOCOLATE? OF COURSE!  
D iamond, triangle or circle? Regardless of which shape – logos have surely never 

been as chocolaty delicious. These original chocolate logos make a promotional 
impact with a great taste to boot. Almost anything is possible: simply send the logo
data to Kalfany Süße Werbung. The “sweet” specialists then check whether it can be 
transformed into melt-in-the-mouth chocolate. The chocolate made of UTZ certified 
cocoa with at least 34.5 per cent chocolate content ensures excellent casting results.
The unique chocolate product, weighing approx. 8.5 g, is packed in a 90 x 50 mm
personalised white, transparent or aluminized flowpack and is IFS certified. Image 
advertising for the eyes and palate!
PSI 42706 • Kalfany Süße Werbung GmbH • Tel +49 7643 801-0

info@ksw24.com • www.suesse-werbung.de

EXCELLENT COTTON BAGS
J oytex offers sustainable and certified products. “Though it’s not yet possible to eat 

them”, says the company. From the simple promotional bag right through to the
rucksack, the entire cotton range at Joytex is tested and certified according to the 
OEKO-TEX Standard 100. Short delivery times can be assured, as all Joytex bags are
printed in the company’s own screen printing facility in Rhede in the Münster region.
Up to six print colours are possible. 4C halftone printing is possible on white or 
natural coloured cotton bags.  Attractive examples include the cotton bags “Cairns”
with short handles and “Boston” with carrying cords.
PSI 41990 • Joytex GmbH & Co. KG • Tel +49 2872 9506-0

info@joytex.de • www.joytex.de 
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TAKE NOTE ELEGANTLY
M any a hastily scrawled note has given rise to great ideas and innovations. So it

is high time to give notes the recognition that is their due and afford them a
place that does them credit – as with the Modul 1 writing case and ECO felt case 
from promotional bag specialist Halfar. Even the material of the felt cases makes an
impression, since they are pleasantly soft to the touch and look like very high quality.
Finishing by means of a stick or a label gives them the final individual touch. The 
inside of the Modul 1 writing case also bears elaborate workmanship and has many 
compartments: of course for the obligatory A4-size writing pad (alternatively also A5) 
and what is more, for visiting cards, pens, a USB stick, and more. The ECO felt case
is deliberately kept a bit more simple. It holds notebooks, a calendar and more
elegantly in an A4-size felt cover. The pen loops on the outside, which also serve to
close it, are particularly ingenious. On the inside, a visiting card compartment
provides a personal note. Both the Modul 1 writing case and the ECO felt case make
ideal gifts for customers for submitting a project folder, catalogue or other special
printed matter in style.
PSI 45666 • Halfar System GmbH • Tel +49 521 98244-0

info@halfar.com • www.halfar.com

MARKINGS THAT WON’T COME OUT IN THE WASH
T he new textile stamp from Heri lets you mark clothing, fabrics, shoes, and other textiles

easily and quickly. Whether children’s things from kindergarten, shoes, or sports, whether in
the old age home or during a hospital stay, whether private or occupational clothing, everything 
can be marked quickly and easily. The stamp pad integrated in the stamp is soaked with special
textile ink and can be used for up to 1,000 stamps before being changed. The wash-resistant, 
black stamping ink remains visible even after being washed many times. The do-it-yourself 
model has not only a self-inking stamp, but also a set of letters and a white thermal ribbon for 
marking dark clothing. Another individual product model is the Printer 20 Model, also with the
well-known online voucher solution for obtaining a free individual stamping plate. All products
are CO2 neutral, made in accordance with Ecocert 14001, and are also available in a recycled 
“Green Line”. Additional solutions based on wood stamps or other stamping inks are offered and 
produced according to customers’ specifications.
PSI 41016 • Heri-Rigoni GmbH • Tel +49 7725 93930

armin.rigoni@heri.de • www.heri.de
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GREEN FRIENDS
T he company KW open, which specialises in sustainable 

promotional products, presents a new sales brand
“Ogreen”. The range includes a total of four indoor plants 
selected according to scientific criteria. These plants not only
visually enhance interior spaces, they also positively influence
the indoor climate. According to studies, just one of the green 
“cleaning machines” can regenerate the air in a room up to 30
square metres in size. Not only oxygen is generated, but
pollutants are also neutralised in the process. The company
KW open, based in Vorarlberg, has held the exclusive rights for 
distribution in Germany, Austria and Switzerland since 
November 2015.

SPORT SPECIA
LS

GLÜCKS KEX 4.0
,  ca. 90 x 50 mm
,  ca. 6,4 g

CHIPSLETTEN
,  ca. Ø 78 x 100 mm
,  ca. 60 g

DEXTRO ENERGY
,  ca. 60 x 35 mm
,  ca. 6 g
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        sch
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Service-Hotline: 07643/801-555
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AN ECO-FRIENDLY NOTEBOOK 
T he Keystone eco-notebook from Easy Gift’s extensive 

product range is made out of recycled paper, recycled 
cardboard and some plastic. The notepad with lined paper has
120 pages and comes with an integrated pen. It can be 
finished with a personalised message on the bottom right-
hand corner using pad printing. Another eco-friendly product
is the cotton bag ‘Antibes’ (not shown) which has a grammage 
of 145 g/m2 and features short handles. It is washable and can
be personalised on one side using screen printing.
PSI 47300 • Easy Gifts GmbH • Tel +49 911 81781111

info@easygifts.de • www.easygifts.de

POWER PACK TO GO
T he Power Bank is an external battery and key ring in one – 

an item from Troika’s current product range. The mobile
power pack can be used to charge an iPhone, Samsung Galaxy 
and other smartphones with Lightning and Mini USB connec-
tion, as well as charging display. The integrated LED light 
leaves no-one standing in the dark when out and about. A 
promotional message can be applied via printing to the 
product or through engraving on the carbine hook. Engraving 
is free of charge for 100 pieces or more.
PSI 46311 • Troika Germany GmbH • Tel +49 2662 95110

a.bauer@troika.de • www.troika.org

A GREEN MESSAGE
F or strategy consultations during the football match or for 

nature fans as a perfect front garden: A dish made of 
sustainable raw materials, chiefly from organic cultivation, 
which belongs to the range from emotion factory. Inside can
be found a substrate tablet and a seed packet containing grass
seed. The wraparound label can be given a customised design. 
This way, the green message gets through to every target
group!
PSI 45997 • emotion factory GmbH • Tel +49 7042 81550

info@emotion-factory.com • www.emotion-factory.com
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FOUR GENERATIONS OF SUSTAINABILITY
T he Victorinox guarantee extends without time limit to all material and manufacturing

defects. This life-long guarantee is the expression of the self-image of the Swiss knife 
manufacturer Victorinox, whose products are exported to more than 120 countries in the
world. Keeping the environmentally critical effects of the company’s activity as minimal as
possible has been a concern for the Swiss company since it was founded 130 years ago.
A likely record-holder is its low consumption of heating oil thanks to heat recovery. The
main part of the site, comprising the factory along with more than 100 residential units, is
supplied by district heating. On account of its comprehensive pollutant reduction using 
closed systems and waste water treatment, its careful use of raw materials and its universal 
recycling, Victorinox was distinguished in 2008 with the Swiss Environment Foundation
corporate award. The duty of sustainability through the making of durable and easy-to-repair 
products has been passed on from generation to generation since 1884: an eco-credo for the 
benefit of customers and the environment.
PSI 44281 • Victorinox • Tel +41 41 8181211

b2b.ch@victorinox.com • www.victorinox.com

PROFESSIONAL ADVERTISING PADS
A xopad is an innovative product system with a wide variety of different

models. Apart from traditional mousepads, blotting pads and counter mats, 
the premium product range also includes special pads with inserts for holding
documents and photos, up to foot mats for doctor’s offices and massage 
centres. An important aspect in the development and manufacture of these 
products by IMTC is their environmental compatibility and sustainability. The 
materials for the production of the Axopads are procured exclusively from ISO 
certified manufacturers and are largely recyclable. Advertising with the 
multi-certified “Made in Germany” Axopads thus offers customers the maxi-
mum security of investment and business success. 
PSI 43000 • IMTC Manufacturing & Trade GmbH • Tel +49 8171-4339-0

imtc@imtc.de • www.axopad-mousepad.de

MADE IN GERMANY
T he company Richard Cermak is presenting a patented mini-torch with a bright 

white LED light: the Nova NO160. The specialist has much to offer with this
special product in terms of sustainability. All of the mini torches are produced in 
Germany and even the batteries are ‘Made in Germany’. The entire production
process is also carried out according to eco-friendly standards. Moreover, long 
transport routes can be avoided by having the production facilities 
The LED lights save energy and have a long use-life and the batteri
ble. This product is an example of how Richard Cermak’s products 
bility and high quality. The company asserts that they have become
manufacturer of this type of product in Germany.
PSI 44668 • R. Cermak – Mini-Taschenlampen • Tel +49 7231 106105

info@penlights.de • www.penlights.de
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POWER BRANDING 
T his very small power outlet provides 4 additional outlets

with 2 high powered USB ports (2.1A) that allow char-
ging 2 devices simultaneously. All mobile devices like
smartphones, tablets etc. can be charged. The charging time
will be shorter than charging via a USB port on the notebook. 
Due to its cubic shape it prevents plugs from blocking each 
other. At the office, power outlets are almost never within
reach. Often you will have to duck beneath your desk to 
reach for an available outlet. The PowerCube Extended Duo 
USB come with a 1.5m cable and a unique docking station
enabling you to mount the PowerCube on your desk or 
underneath. Logos can be printed on the top- and USB side.
Promotion for every working day and that for many years to 
come. Features in short: All contacts are grounded and 
childproof  – Patented design – RedDot design award – CE, 
ROHS and KEMA tested – beautiful recyclable packaging.

1/2

F. Pecher GmbH  |  Fabrik für Schreibgeräte
info@pcollection.de  |  www.pcollection.de
Fon: ++49 52 22/94 20 0  |  Fax: ++49 52 22/94 20 22
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A CLEAN BUNCH
T zies family from the MiniFeet series by mbw has welcomed new

016. A wild boar, bat, dragon, spider, sun and cow from alpine
mers and can do much more than just cuddle and look cute.
nd smart and, thanks to their microfibre base, can perfectly clean
s mobile phone displays or computer screens. Thus, Schmoozies 
ffice and, at the same time, do a great job of cleaning. And to ensure
hank for the little helpers, the Schmoozies can all be adorned with a 
of the product containing a promotional message. All models are 
gn protection and carry the GS symbol for tested safety.
es. mbH • Tel +49 4606 9402-0 

h

LIGHT IN ITS MOST BEAUTIFUL FORM
G lobal Innovations offers a vast selection of fantastic chains of lights, which can 

also be produced according to individual preferences. Whether it’s bright figures
made of acrylic, rice paper or PVC – the sustainable LED lighting highlights not only 
beautify offices or other rooms, but also serve as gifts with a long-lasting promotional
impact. The chains of lights are, of course, tested and certified according to the
relevant European guidelines. The minimum order quantity for a certified chain of 
lights tailored to customer specifications is 5,000 pieces.
PSI 46626 • Global Innovations Germany GmbH & Co. KG • Tel +49 6502 930860 

info@globalinnovations.de • www.globalinnovations.de

FINEST “GREEN” ADVERTISING
T hese little organic bears kill two birds with one stone: providing a fruity treat for 

the customer and, at the same time, contributing to environmental protection.
The fruit gums from the IFS-certified company Kalfany Süße Werbung not only come
in a mixture of flavours and colours, but are also supplied in eco-friendly packaging. 
The organic bears are packed in 85 x 60 mm, compostable promotional bags. Crystal
clear or alternatively in white, they leave a personal touch when printed with an
individual promotional message. The promotional packaging film from Kalfany Süße 
Werbung (certified with the “Keimling”) is based on renewable raw materials of 
plant origin. The compostability is guaranteed according to the EN 13432 standard.
This is fruity environmental conservation in practice, with long-lasting taste.
PSI 42706 • Kalfany Süße Werbung GmbH • Tel +49 7643 801-0

info@ksw24.com • www.suesse-werbung.de
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G he Bioponcho from Josanto offers all the benefits of traditional ponchos and is also 

environmentally friendly and sustainable. With large print areas, the advertising 
message of the customer is worn directly on the body. In addition, a flyer can be 
inserted into the packaging, thus making it a convincing giveaway before it has even
been unpacked. A conventional rain poncho is used for about an hour and is then
worthless – the ecological footprint of such disposable products is highly questionable. 
The Bioponcho, on the other hand, consists entirely of renewable raw materials and
does without crude oil. It is also 100 per cent compostable. This is not only good for 
the environment, but also increases the acceptance of the giveaway and thus the 
success of the campaign.

GGGGGGGG
G o, we are not talking about experiments in the test tube, but about a harmoni-

ously blended organic rooibos tea that is available from Multiflower. The 
delicious contents have been kept in a test tube and are sufficient for four cups. The 
promotional message is printed according to a standard motif. A customised tag
design is possible from just 250 pieces.

info@pinsundmehr.dewww.pinsundmehr.de

Pins & mehr 
GmbH & Co. KG
Lechstrasse 10.8
86415 Mering

Fon: +49 8233 79312-0
Fax: +49 8233 79312-29
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NATURALLY TRENDY
F or the sake of the environment and due to the progressing climate change, many 

companies are rethinking their approach to sustainable and ecological products.
With this in mind, elasto is releasing a new recyclable cork product series onto the 
market. It includes a notebook with rubber strap, bookmark and 80 chequered 
sheets, an organiser with various flaps and a variety of writing utensils, a pencil case 
with ample space, a pencil roll with different coloured pencils, ruler, eraser and
sharpener, and a tablet PC bag with an elegant button fastener. Thick bark of the cork 
oak is used as the material. The tree doesn’t need to be felled to obtain the bark, as it 
keeps regenerating and can be harvested every nine years. A cork oak that has been 
harvested absorbs four times as much CO2 as a tree that hasn’t been stripped of its
bark and thus continuously and sustainably improves our climate. All items can be 
refined through single-colour screen printing or five-colour pad printing.
PSI 41369 • elasto form KG • Tel +49 9661 890-0

mail@elasto.de • www.elasto.de

COMPOSTABLE PENS 
T he green line pens of Stilolinea are not only biodegradable, but even compostable. 

The special material, a family of biopolymers derived from plants, of which Stiloli-
nea has the exclusivity for pens production, is degradable through a decomposition
process that happens in a very strict time interval. Stilolinea created a line dedicated 
to companies who, without spending more, want to demonstrate a gesture of 
sensibility towards the environment. There are two available models in the “Green 
Office” line: Ingeo and Vegetal Pens. On top of the clip of both models and on the 
grip of the Vegetal pen are emphasized the sustainable messages that guide to the 
choice of these products with this additional quality. The barrel made in “lime satin” 
colour recalls the concept of ecological object, while the pens characteristics are 
coordinated with the chosen ink, available in the four colours required for the office: 
blue, black, green and red. The “Green Office” pens can be ordered neutral or 
personalised, used both as a “corporate” object and as a marketing tool for trade
shows, corporate events, or as a simply giveaway gadget to own customers or as a
stationery product to be commercialized in the retail stores.
PSI 45328 • Stilolinea S.r.l. • Tel +39 11 2236350

info@stilolinea.it • www.stilolinea.it
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SUSTAINABLE AND CERTIFIED
T hanks to Spranz partner myclimate (CO2-free transport) and 

Lichtblick (green electricity), all products from Spranz GmbH 
are transported free of CO2 from the place of manufacture to the 
customer. According to the company, this means that even 
transportation from geographically more remote Far East factories
causes no added environmental pollution. On the contrary, due to 
the over-compensation more CO2 is saved than is generated. An 
attractive side-effect is that myclimate projects in developing
countries, supported by Spranz, additionally help local people to
achieve a better and more secure living standard, a corporate 
letter explains. Finishing of all products and production of the
Made in Germany range is performed exclusively in Koblenz.
PSI 41462 • Spranz GmbH • Tel +49 261 984880

info@spranz.de • www.spranz.de

“GREEN” CARD GAMES 
F or companies that wish to share environmental values with their audience, the 

customizable Happy Families (44 cards) and Kwartet (33 cards) games about
sustainable development and biodiversity appear as a reliable and efficient solution. 
These handy games represent an ideal vector to communicate during all types of 
actions communication actions (fairs, promotional campaigns etc.) and are addressed
to any age group. Their content is validated by UNESCO as well as the French 
Ministry for Sustainable Development. To extend the experience, their multimedia 
version is available and can also be customised. Other printed and digital games on
Environment and Health care (Memory, Loto, Quiz) are available.
PSI 49682 • Games on Demand • Tel +31 765 317989

contact@gamesondemand.eu • www.gamesondemand.eu

TAKING RESPONSIBILITY
L iving in a healthy environment isn’t just a random motto, but has been put 

into practice at Walter Medien for years – for example with the calendar of 
the same name “Leben in gesunder Umwelt” (living in a healthy environment). 
With this calendar, which seeks to draw attention to sustainable and respectful 
interaction with nature, Walter Medien supports the work of Deutsche Umwelt-
hilfe e.V. (German Environmental Aid). A donation is made to Deutsche Umwelt-
hilfe for each calendar sold. The calendar is printed on FSC-certified paper and
the images show the diversity and beauty of our natural environment. In this
manner, Walter and its customers take responsibility for the conscious and
sustainable handling of our environment. And for a future that’s worth living.
PSI 40753 • Walter Medien • Tel +49 7135 104100 

kalender@walter.de • www.kalender.walter.de
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GGGGGGG-GGGGGGGGGG GGGGGG
G ioplastics represent a new generation of materials that are made from renewable

raw materials, such as potato starch or cellulose. Under the right conditions the
bags manufactured out of the material break down within a few months, according to
the manufacturer Sale s.r.o. These products make it possible to shop with a clean 
conscience; environmental awareness is always a top priority. 

G GGGGGG GGGGGGGGGG
G he magnetic notepad recently developed by Goudsmit Magnetic Design is an 

eco-friendly promotional tool which can be attached to a metal surface, such as a
fridge, desk or memo board. The notepad needs no paper and can be wiped clean 
and written on again and again. It can simply be cleaned with a dry cloth. The
special, durable coating can be written on with the supplied magnetic mini-marker.
What’s more, the notepad makes an ideal advertising tool (logo or promotional
message are printed on the product as requested). It comes in a size of 110 x 80
millimetres. Personalisation is possible with full-colour, 35-millimetre doming. The
minimum order quantity is 100 pieces.

WWW.PFCONCEPT.COM

PERFECTION
SLIM

Choose a colour 
as unique as you
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HAND-PICKED
T he ‘Loyal Can Gift’ is an elegant metal tin can which

contains 12 tea bags and comes in several modern matt col-
ours. The different coloured tins have tea bags with different 
tea flavours: The black tin contains tea with a blueberry flavour, 
the grey one has Earl Grey, the orange one has rooibos with 
vanilla, and the green one contains green tea with mango.
What is more, the trendy brand ‘Loyal Tea’ is an example of 
environmental awareness combined with a delicious flavour 
because all of the Loyal Tea products are made from select 
quality tea leaves from Sri Lanka and are SGS certified. 
Advertising can be placed on the tin using pad printing.
PSI 45737 • Giving Europe GmbH • Tel +49 421 5965970

kontakt@givingeurope.de • www.givingeurope.de

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION WITH STYLE
A little symphony of glass, elegance and style: the Crystal from SodaStream.

This high-end sparkling water maker is young enough to set trends and elegant
enough to become a classic product. Producing one’s own sparkling water makes life
better in many ways: water bottles never need to be lugged again. Studies also show 
that it automatically leads to people drinking more. And the key aspect is the tingling 
taste of freshly carbonated water out of elegant glass carafes that are neutral in taste.
The level of fizz can be individually adjusted. Venceremos. And all that with 
Germany’s best controlled food: tap water. 
PSI 41259 • Lehoff Im- und Export GmbH • Tel +49 40 529607-0

info@lehoff.de • www.lehoff.de

FOR THE SAKE OF NATURE
A t Macma, too, the signs of the times have long since been recognised and the 

company is increasingly insisting on promotional products that do without 
plastics. Here, for example, we have the extra-large naturally coloured jute bag with
its robust cord handles and characteristic closing loop. This bag additionally offers a 
large promotional surface, for the message is printed directly onto the front. Likewise 
made of environmentally friendly material is the Gymbag, which consists of naturally
coloured cotton from sustainable cultivation. Due to its size the Gymbag is ideal for 
sports implements or as a laundry sack on journeys. Here, too, a large surface for the 
printing of promotional statements is available.
PSI 40909 • Macma Werbeartikel oHG •Tel +49 911 9818133

verkauf@macma.de • www.macma.de
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TRULY SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL 
T he certified Cradle-to-Cradle stone paper, which JH

Innovations is making available for the promotional
products industry, has an unbeatable ecological record. This
special paper is one hundred per cent pulp free, waterproof 
and tearproof; no bleaching agents, lye or acids are needed in
the production process; and less printing ink is required for 
achieving brilliant printing results. The material has a truly 
new feel to it and has been discovered by ecologically-minded 
print buyers in increasing numbers. Companies providing 
printing services can profit from its numerous unique selling
points when the outstanding qualities of the paper are marke-
ted or explained in information brochures. Customers will
profit from this very smooth product and can boost their image
by having their imprint placed on one of the most ecologically 
friendly papers in the world which lives up to the claim that not
a single tree had to be cut down to make the paper. More
details are available directly from JH Innovations.

Jetzt GRATIS, den 
neuen Katalog 

anfordern unter 
info@multiflower.de 
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COMPANY

T he business segment was built up by 
Barcelona-based AGS Textil Solution

S.L in 2004 in order to meet specific cus-
tomers’ needs for high-quality accesso-
ries in the private label sector. Tie Solu-
tion GmbH supplies distributors and whole-
salers that would like to personalize high-
value accessories in order either to roll

them out as their own brand, use them as
workwear to enhance their company im-
age, or to utilize them as high-value pro-
motional gifts. A few years ago, the par-
ent company AGS launched the luxury de-
signer brand Pietro Baldini, which is in-
tended to meet the demand for highly ex-
clusive and high-quality accessories in the

luxury sector. Pietro Baldini products are
offered as an exclusive brand to distribu-
tors and wholesalers for further market-
ing, while Tie Solution products are rec-
ommended as a brand name.

PRODUCT SPECTRUM
Tie Solution offers a wide variety of differ-
ent knit and woven textile goods made of 
various materials, such as silk, cashmere,
wool, and cotton, as well as varied fabrics
and woven patterns, such as jacquard, twill, 
satin and crepe. The company manufac-
tures high-quality accessories, such as ties,
bowties, scarves, pashminas, shawls and
a wide variety of customisable packages 
for all its products. Tie Solution is commit-
ted to constant innovation, putting nearly 
500 new designs on the market each quar-
ter. All products can be acquired in the
available designs directly for reselling by
wholesalers and distributors, or also adapt-
ed to meet special wishes of customers. 

A WIDE VARIETY OF OPTIONS 
Tie Solution products are made from a large 
number of different materials which, de-
pending on the product line, vary in pat-

TIE SOLUTION GMBH 

DISTINCTIVE  
ACCESSORIES
New to the PSI network is the company Tie Solution, an inter-rr
national manufacturer with its new distribution office in Gie-
ßen, which enriches the textile variety of the members’ circle 
with high-quality accessories such as ties, scarves, shawls
and pashminas.
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tern and production technique. Custom-
ers are offered various kinds of personal-
isation. They can, for instance, decide on
an already available Tie Solution design 
and apply their own company logo to var-
ious places on it, or have an entirely new
product fashioned in which their corpo-
rate identity is already taken into account
during production.

QUALITY-CONSCIOUS
The primary goal of Tie Solution is to pro-
vide its customers with the highest quali-
ty. Tie Solution has established itself on
the European market as a prestigious man-
ufacturer of high-quality accessories. “Thanks
to many years of international experience,
excellent suppliers, and expertise profit-
ing from close collaboration with the best 
designers and business partners in the tex-
tile industry, AGS Tie Solution is today syn-
onymous with quality and swiftness,” says 
Managing Director A.G. Sanchez.

BEST QUALITY RAW MATERIALS 
“Tie Solution uses only first-class materi-
als in making its various product lines. The
raw materials we use are of the best qual-
ity and range from silk to rayon up to mi-
crofibre, from cashmere to wool up to cot-
ton,” Sanchez explains. Tie Solution ac-
cessories are made mainly of silk and round-
ed off aesthetically and qualitatively with 
fabrics such as twill, stain, and crepe. The 
company uses wool to make scarves and

necktie interlinings. Since wool has natu-
ral thermoregulatory properties, it makes
the Tie Solution creations pleasant to wear 
even in wet weather. Microfibre is used to
offer customers an alternative line of ties
and bowties with regard to price and qual-
ity, since microfibre is easy to clean and
protects the textiles from spots and stains
thanks to its smooth surface. Economical to
produce, polyester is a good way to make
low-price products. “Tie Solution trusts in
the highest material quality, yet we also of-ff
fer low-price models in order to meet eve-
ry customer’s wishes,” says Sanchez.

LARGE SELECTION 
Many new patterns are added to the Tie So-
lution range of ties each quarter. Every new 
market launch brings forth a palette of sea-
sonal colours and patterns that meet the re-
quirements for both conservative and mod-
ern styles. In the process, Tie Solution of-ff
fers two different kinds of tie: the modern
tie as well as the “seven fold tie”, the “Rolls 
Royce” of ties, which can be made to meas-
ure. Tie Solution also offers a select combi-
nation of formal attire. Bowties are produced 
upon request as desired by customers. The 
festive bowtie creations are available in silk 
(twill or satin), microfibre, and/or polyester.
The range also includes a large number of 
shawls, dress handkerchiefs and bandanas
in various colours. All knitwear is on offer 
in a wide variety of patterns. 

LADIES’ SHAWLS, PASHMINAS,  

AND SCARVES
The Tie Solution ladies product lines range 
from woven silk, wool, cashmere, and mixed 
fabric scarves and pashminas up to smooth
silk, microfibre and polyester kerchiefs. All 
kerchiefs come in three different standard 
sizes and can be personalized in accordance 
with customers’ wishes by means of vari-
ous printing techniques. In addition, cus-
tomers can choose any other desired size. 

PACKAGING OPTIONS 
A number of packaging options in various 
formats and materials are on offer for all
products. These include leather, wood, met-
al, cardboard and paper. “Our packaging 
formats are as varied as our patterns. Thus 
customers can choose the packaging for-

mat they find most appealing: round, angu-
lar, oval, in the form of an envelope, cases 
with or without zippers, and many more. 
Depending on customer demand, the vari-
ous packages can be procured in mass pro-
duction or for small orders,” says Sanchez.
All Tie Solution packages can be personal-
ized in accordance with customers’ wishes.
The complete collection can be found on
the company’s website.

Tie Solution GmbH

Gießener Str. 72 

D-35415 Pohlheim bei Gießen

Contact: Antonio Gea

Tel. +49 641 35099680

info@tiesolution.de 

www.tiesolution.de 

www.tiesolution.com <
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T here is no lack of occasions for found-
ing a company. Building on a patent

in the family is not likely to be an every-
day occurrence. Stephanie Azizi is one of 
the undoubtedly happy people who can 
say just that of herself. In this case, sever-
al factors played a part in the decision to 
found a company. For one thing, there is 

the fact that coffee has been the favourite
drink of Germans for years. After all, eve-
ry German citizen enjoys an average of 
165 litres per year. For another, “to go” is
definitely trending. In connection with the
family’s own patent for manufacturing sin-
gle-walled to-go cups by the offset meth-
od, it was only natural to invest in this area. 

So the idea of die becherfabrik was born. 

OCCUPY NICHES AND  

BECOME ESTABLISHED
The founding of the company followed in 
2010. What sounds reasonable and seems 
like a logical consequence was accompa-
nied by the “usual start-up troubles”, Ste-
phanie Azizi recalls. The young entrepre-
neur saw these obstacles rather as a chal-
lenge than as an impediment, however, as
well as critical scrutiny from one or an-
other of her competitors. The strategic ori-
entation of “die becherfabrik” was soon 
defined: discover niches and occupy them 
to become quickly established on the mar-
ket – and do so with ongoing product in-
novations that are consistently oriented to-
ward the needs of customers. “The crea-
tivity of our customers constantly gives rise
to expansions of the product line and to
ongoing optimisation of our processes,” 
Stephanie Azizi tells us. What has come
out of it all in the past five years in the area 
of to-go cups are such developments as
the single- and double-walled cup, the es-

DIE BECHERFABRIK

TO GO AS A REAL  
PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE
Coffee to go has long since become a philosophy of life. The 
phenomenon of coffee to take with you gives the appropriate 
cup its corresponding outward form. die becherfabrik in Co-
logne has grown to be a true specialist when it comes to pro-
motional and to-go cups – with its own distinct philosophy.
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presso cup, the foil cup, the ice cream cup, 
and most recently the cake and cook cup.
Yet “die becherfabrik” is by no limited to 
the production of cardboard drinking cups. 
Its repertoire, after all, also features por-
celain cups. Here, too, “die becherfabrik” 
gives proof of its versatility. Whether di-
rect or transfer printing, innovative colou-
ring by means of Hydrocolour or laser en-
graving, sensitive or Crystal touch, art print
or Magic Mug decoration technique that 
changes colour when heated, the Cologne-
based company offers many technological
methods to give porcelain cups that cer-
tain indefinable appearance. 

ENVIRONMENTALLY AWARE AND 

SOCIALLY INVOLVED
For “die becherfabrik”, “to go” is far more 
than just a lifestyle focusing solely on cof-ff
fee. This family enterprise joins the “to go”
idea with a special kind of environmental
awareness. This awareness also means that 
“die becherfabrik” makes use of climate-
neutral printing processes. To this end, the
company supports the “Project TOGO” lo-
cated in the West African country of Togo 
and dedicated to the reforestation of 
wasteland to create natural or sustainably 
managed forest, as well as organic farming.
In this context, the company works to-
gether with the local population, from set-
ting up tree nurseries, to the care, monito-
ring, and managing of forests and arable
land, right up to supplementary infrastruc-
ture projects. However, “die becherfabrik”
does not stop at climate-neutral printing 
processes. Stephanie Azizi sees her com-
pany strongly attached to the idea of envi-
ronmental protection in the future, as well.
“We are working on materials and proces-
sing ideas that do justice to this claim,” is 
how she describes what “die becherfabrik”is 
doing today in the interest of tomor-
row. The company’s readiness to make 
generous donations to refugees and
its social involvement in the local foot-
ball club are firmly and entirely rooted 
in the present.

KEEPING CLOSE TO CUSTOMERS  

IS OF THE UTMOST IMPORTANCE
Having goals and being committed to work 
to achieve them is one thing. Another thing 
entirely is the success that Stephanie Azi-
zi can proudly look back on. This includes 
having large companies among her cust-
omers after just five years on the market.
A success that is not least the result of the
strengths of “die becherfabrik”. Stephanie 
Azizi names a handful of other good rea-
sons that speak in favour of her company
right off: speed, innovative power, good-
will, constant personal contact to cust-
omers, and thus a close bond with the cus-
tomers. This also shows in the new store
opened in Cologne-Porz in 2015, where 
the entire product range is on display. Here 
customers can get in-depth consulting and 
have a layout for their cup prepared right
away. Of course, they can also make sure 
of the quality of the cups right on the spot,
a quality that, as Stephanie Azizi confident-
ly says, can be “seen and felt” – and is by
no means boring. It is not for nothing that 
the motto of “die becherfabrik” is “Colour 
your coffee”. <
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“die becherfabrik” belonged to the exhibitors of PSI 2016

Stephanie Azizi owns “die becherfabrik”. She is

proud of the company‘s development.
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THE JERSEY FOR GREAT MOMENTS
T he DFB 2016/2017 Home jersey is the official shirt of the German national team 

for the upcoming European Football Championship 2016 in France. The shirt, 
made of breathable ClimaCool polyester, impresses through its traditional design in
the classic colours black and white. As a highlight, the DFB jersey features embos-
sing of the previous successes at the European and World Championships, as well as 
the DFB logo with the four stars and the golden FIFA world champions’ logo on the
chest. The triple stripe design along the sides is also revolutionary. The shirt is
available in the sizes S-3XL, as well as in special children’s and women’s varieties. 
With the official DFB jerseys, distributors will certainly be on track for success with
their customers. Sport Böckmann can supply the products immediately from stock.
PSI 44120 • Sport Böckmann GmbH • Tel +49 5494 98880

info@sport-boeckmann.de • www.sport-boeckmann.de

FRESH WITH PROMOTIONAL IMPACT
T wo types of vegetables that encourage healthy snacking: 

cocktail tomatoes and sweet peppers. A healthy duo for 
growing partnerships. Ample space for a promotional print is 
provided on the sleeve’s standard design. Customised design
of the sleeve is also possible for orders of 250 pieces or more
PSI 45974 • Multiflower GmbH • Tel +49 6223 86656-0

info@multiflower.de • www.multiflower.de

THE PERFECT SOUVENIR
W hat’s nicer than a fan that rekindles pleasant memories? It’s the ideal 

companion on hot summer days as well as theatre evenings. The fans 
by Abanicos Jose Blay come in modern or traditional designs, thus making 
them truly unique pieces. These days, hand-made fans are offered in all
European tourist information centres as ideal souvenirs.
PSI 47670 • Abanicos Jose Blay S.A. • Tel +34 96 1513097

info@abanicosjoseblay.com www.abanicosjoseblay.com

INNOVATIVE PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

NEW ON THE MARKET
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WIN WITH THE PROS
E veryone is eagerly awaiting the European Football Championship in

France. The comprehensive football concept of Rastal shows the possibili-
ties to target numerous fans with their advertising message. The company 
has nominated only professionals for their products. The practical Gutsherren 
tankard, finished with a special temperature-changing decor, offers an ideal
opportunity to position advertising messages in a targeted manner. The
modern, sleek glass design offers a particularly generous decor surface
which allows for effective branding as part of promotional campaigns. The 
striking temperature-changing decor on the beer tankard increases the 
excitement as the print motif changes colour when pouring cold beer. Where-
ver a football match is being watched, Rastal is right there with a wide range 
of high-quality products that offer the option of efficiently positioning logos
and slogans. Versatile finishing techniques transform plain drinking vessels
made of glass and porcelain into extraordinary football promotions. For 
example, a Championship tumbler with an image decor: During the coffee 
break or during half-time, fans can tip the match result on the cup with any
commercially available water-soluble coloured pencil. Glasses with rhines-
tone decorations will target female fans. The decor proposed by Rastal shows
the Championship venues with rhinestones on the front, and thanks to QR 
code decor on the back detailed information can be read about the host cities
and stadiums. More decor options such as scratch decors for sweepstakes or 
transparent decors also draw a lot of attention to the Championship.
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REFRESHINGLY SHORT DELIVERY TIMES
S weet specialist Jung is now offering selected products from its range in refres

ingly fast delivery times: The products are already ready for delivery three da
after receiving the production release from the customer. This is even possible wi
customized 4c printing (image motifs in photo quality). The following products ar
available using the express method: sweets in white wrappers, basic gummy bear
(approx. 7g), Cool-Card Digital, Ritter Sport Mini in the whole milk variety as well
the midi box with fruit mix pieces. In the case of customer wishes at short notice,
example for a trade show or for an event, tasty popular figures with self-advertisin
and thus now readily available in a high quality.
PSI 41545 • Jung Bonbonfabrik GmbH & Co. KG • Tel +49 7042 9070

zentrale@jung-europe.de • www.jung-europe.de

UNIQUE GYM BAGS
T rendbagz now offers two unique gym bags, the Drawstringz Photo

and the Drawstringz Colors. The gym bag Drawstringz Photo can
be fully adorned with photorealistic printing. A different print image 
can be applied on the front and back. For the Drawstringz Colors
customers can choose from seven different colours for the basic
material and the cords; 49 colour combinations are therefore possible.
Of course, this gym bag can also be enhanced with a logo using screen
printing. Despite the high level of customisation, both gym bags can be
delivered within around six weeks.
PSI 48336 • Trendbagz GmbH • Tel +49 201 8993650

info@trendbagz.com • www.trendbagz.com

STRESS-FREE AND GUARANTEED TO SCORE
O ne of the most popular promotional products at R & JP is, without a doubt, the

anti-stress football – above all then, when the favourite team needs to go into a 
penalty shootout. The 63-millimetre anti-stress football made of polyurethane foam 
by R &JP International can help to relieve stress. It has a diameter of 30 millimetres 
and can be printed in up to four colours. This makes it an ideal promotional product
for all those who want to advertise with a focus on football. The anti-stress football is 
also offered as a key ring and is available in the colour combinations black-white, 
red-white and blue-white, and can thus be tailored to the desired colours of your 
favourite team.  
PSI 42762 • R&JP International Limited • Tel +44 1296 436565

jamie@rjpint.com • www.rjpint.com



Michael Mätzener

promoFACTS gmbh

www.promofacts.ch

Robert Scheidegger

promoFACTS gmbh

www.promofacts.ch

institute@psi-network.de www.psi-network.de/seminare

TERMINE*

19.04.2016 Düsseldorf „Der Mehrwert des Werbeartikels“

21.04.2016 München „Der Mehrwert des Werbeartikels“

14.06.2016 Düsseldorf „Der Werbeartikel im Marketing-Mix“ 

16.06.2016 Olten (CH) „Der Werbeartikel im Marketing-Mix“

27.09.2016 Düsseldorf „Der Mehrwert des Werbeartikels“  

29.09.2016 München „Der Mehrwert des Werbeartikels“

29.11.2016 Düsseldorf „Der Werbeartikel im Marketing-Mix“

01.12.2016 Olten (CH) „Der Werbeartikel im Marketing-Mix“

*jeweils 9.00 - 17.00 Uhr

Ein Angebot vom PSI Institute

Inhalt:

• Der Mehrwert des Werbeartikels

• Werbeartikelmarketing

• Erfolgreiches Briefi ng mit Kunden

• Werbeartikel im crossmedialen Einsatz

• Werbeartikel als Werbebooster – Multisensorik

• Case Studies

Ihr Nutzen:

Durch die Vermittlung von Theorie und Übung in 
Gruppenarbeiten kann das Wissen am nächsten Tag 

in die Praxis umgesetzt werden. Sie steigern die 

Effi zienz und die Effektivität bei Ihrem Kunden.

Inhalt:

• Werbeartikel SWOT

• Vom klassischen Marketing zum 

Werbeartikelmarketing

• Erfolgreiches Briefi ng mit Kunden

• Praxisorientierter Workshop

• Erfolgsfaktoren und Werbewirksamkeit

Ihr Nutzen:

Durch die Vermittlung von Theorie und einem 

Workshop kann das Wissen am nächsten Tag in 

die Praxis umgesetzt werden. Sie steigern die 

Effi zienz und die Effektivität bei Ihrem Kunden.

SEMINAR 1
„DER MEHRWERT DES
WERBEARTIKELS“
Michael Mätzener, promoFACTS 

SEMINAR 2
„DER WERBEARTIKEL IM 
MARKETING-MIX“ 
Robert Scheidegger, promoFACTS 

Wir freuen uns 
auf Ihre Teilnahme!
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TEXTILIEN / TEXTILES NACHHALTIGE PRODUKTE / SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS

PSI No. 45461 www.alta-seta.de PSI No. 46235 www.herka-frottier.at

Wir weben Vielfalt
Weaving diversity

100%
made in

Seit

1927
herka-frottier.at

PSI No. 44367 www.newwave-germany.de

PSI No. 49354 www.fiftyfive.eu

www.psiproductfinder.de

Additional suppliers can be found in the reference work

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 or online in our 

PSI Product Finder
PSI No. 47160 www.hauff-gmbh.de

Karlsruher Straße 31, D-78467 Konstanz
Fon: +49 (0)7531 457 178 0
contacts@hauff-gmbh.de, www.hauff-gmbh.de

PSI No. 42809 www.pcollection.de

Fabrik für Schreibgeräte
www.pcollection.de

SCHREIBGERÄTE / WRITING UTENSILS

BRIEF MESSAGE, LOW PRICES, BIG IMPACT+++THE PSI CLASSIFIEDS MARKET+++NOW NEW
EVERY MONTH+++EXCLUSIVE IN THE PSI JOURNAL+++BOOK NOW FOR THE NEXT ISSUE+++
TEL.:+49211-90191-114/-150/-315/-321+++ FAX:+49211-90191-180 +++ MAIL:PUBLISHING@PSI-NETWORK.DE
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www.psiproductfi nder.de

Additional suppliers can be found in the reference work

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 or online in our 

PSI Product Finder

Jetzt NEU

TRIGGI®plus

www.keymortizer.de

www.pinsundmehr.de

PSI No. 49467

PSI No. 46925

KUNSTSTOFF-ERZEUGNISSE / 
INJECTION MOUDED PLASTIC PRODUCTS 

PSI No. 42299 www.adamo-design.de

SCHLÜSSELANHÄNGER UND CHIPHALTER / 
KEY FOBS AND TROLLEY COINS

www.psiproductfi nder.de

Additional suppliers can be found in the reference work

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 or online in our

PSI Product Finder

PSI No. 41848 www.uma-pen.de

www.uma-pen.com

GEOS SI LUX

www.siplast.de

www.plastolan.de

TÜV-geprüfter 
Ausleseschutz

info@siplast.de | www.siplast.de
PSI No. 46405

PSI No. 45727

BÜROBEDARF / OFFICE SUPPLIES
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REGENSCHIRME / UMBRELLAS

MOBILE 
MUST-HAVES

w w w . p f c o n c e p t . c o m
PSI No. 40972 www.pfconcept.com

WERKZEUG, TECHNIK & ELEKTRONIK /
TOOLS, TECHNIQUE & ELECTRONICS

XX

NEU
MAXX Active MAXX

PREIS / 
LEISTUNG

TOP
Qualität

PSI No. 48720 www.strimaxx.de

www.psiproductfi nder.de

Additional suppliers can be found in the reference work

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 or online in our

PSI Product Finder

www.psiproductfi nder.de

Additional suppliers can be found in the reference work

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 or online in our

PSI Product Finder

SPIELWAREN / TOYS

www.spm-marketing.dePSI No. 46903

SÜSSWAREN / SWEETS

PSI No. 49620 www.dergugl.de

Die Einladung bei Freunden,
der Dank an die Kollegen, der
besondere Geburtstagsgruß,
das einnehmende Kundengeschenk
... es gibt so viele Situationen,
um jemandem eine Freude zu
machen: Dafür gibt es jetzt den
kleinen Gugl.

Mehr Infos und Bestell-
möglichkeiten unter
www.dergugl.de

DerGUGL –
das Glück darf auch klein sein

DerGuGG gl MaMM naa unn faka tur GmGG bmm H & Co. KGKK
Georgenstraßaa e 58 80799 MüMM nüü chen
PSI-Nr: 49620

KUCHEN / CAKE

PSI No. 49628 www.kathi.de

WERBE- UND PROMOTIONMATTEN /
ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION MATS 

www.promotions-mats.euPSI No.43358

EMPFANG 
MIT BLICKFANG

Dekorativ und ausdrucksstark – 

unsere Jet-Print-Matten punkten

mit Eleganz und Schmutzfangstärke.

Neugierig? www.promotion-mats.eu
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TASCHENMESSER / POCKET KNIFE
www.issuetissue.comPSI No. 44613

SONDERANFERTIGUNGEN / CUSTOM MADE ARTICLES

www.psiproductfi nder.de

Additional suppliers can be found in the reference work

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 or online in our 

PSI Product Finder

www.psiproductfi nder.de

Additional suppliers can be found in the reference work

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 or online in our 

PSI Product Finder

www.fl oerke.dePSI No. 44294

www.steiner-pluesch.dePSI No.44393

WMHS.de

W r
Tel.: 021 /502205- 21 /502205-

www.kdm-handel.de

www.wmhs.de

PSI No. 48223

PSI No. 49104

www.cjherbertz.dePSI No.41275

SWIZA D03

Echt schweizerisch!

DEUTSCHLANDVERTRIEB:

C.Jul.Herbertz GmbH
Telefon  0212 206300

info@herbertz-solingen.de
www.herbertz-solingen.de

www.psiproductfi nder.de

Additional suppliers can be found in the reference work

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 or online in our 

PSI Product Finder
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DIENSTLEISTUNGEN / SERVICES

PAPIERTASCHENTÜCHER / PAPER TISSUES

www.koessinger.dePSI No. 42087

0,52
Euro

inkl. Siebdruck
ab

Wir stehen für: 
sympathische Beratung
individuelle Sonderanfertigungen
professionelle Designentwürfe
einen hohen Qualitätsanspruch

„Wir freuen uns auf spannende 
gemeinsame Projekte mit Ihnen.“

Gütersloher Straße 9
33803 Steinhagen-Brockhagen

Tel.: +49 5204 80019-30
Fax: +49 5204 80019-31

ackermann@ja-werbeartikel.de
www.ja-werbeartikel.de

www.fabuprint.de

www.medicell.de

www.ja-werbeartikel.de

PSI No. 16618

PSI No. 49268

PSI No. 16842

www.psiproductfi nder.de

Additional suppliers can be found in the reference work

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 or online in our 

PSI Product Finder

www.psiproductfi nder.de

Additional suppliers can be found in the reference work

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 or online in our

PSI Product Finder

Hoechstmass Balzer GmbH

Wiesenstraße 13
D-65843 Sulzbach/Ts.

Telefon 0049 - 61 96/50 05-0
Telefax 0049 - 61 96/50 05 55

e-mail: info@hoechstmass.com
www.hoechstmass.com

www.hoechstmass.com

www.signum-druck.de

PSI No. 41118

PSI No. 49554

MASSBÄNDER / MEASURING TAPESA

VEREDELUNG & WERBEANBRINGUNG /
FINISHING & PROMOTIONAL LABELLING

IHR LOGO

IHRE MARKE

IHR CLAIM

IHRE VISITENKARTE

IHRE 
BOTSCHAFT

www.martor.comPSI No. 40111

SICHERHEITSMESSER / SAFETY CUTTERS
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GALSWAREN / GLASS WARE

QUALITÄTSPRÜFUNG / QUALITYINSPECTION KLEINANZEIGENPREISE / CLASSIFIEDS PRICES

Format Größe (B x H) s/w Preis 4c Preis

1/4 Seite 90 x 127 mm 799,– 999,–

1/8 Seite 90 x 61 mm 255,– 319,–

1/16 Seite 90 x 28 mm 199,– 249,–

1/32 Seite 42 x 28 mm 99,– 125,–

Info:
Anhand der PSI Nr. finden Sie alle Produkte des

Lieferanten im PSI Product Finder:

www.psiproductfinder.de

Rubrik Stellenangebote / Rubric Job Offers

1/4 Seite 90 x 127 mm 205,–

We support you in meeting 
all legal requirements.

Our Global Expertise:

Consulting & Training
Comprehensive Testing Services

Mechanical
Chemical
Electrical

Microbiological
Inspection Services
Certification

Your industry is our focus

Please contact us for an individual quotation:

Eurofins Consumer Product Testing GmbH
Am Neuländer Gewerbepark 4, D-21079 Hamburg

+49 40 49294-6859

toys@eurofins.de
www.Product-Testing.eurofins.com 

Mittendrin
statt
nur dabei!
www.rastal-promotion.com

producttesting-hh@eurofins.com

werbeartikel-service@rastal.com

PSI No. 49658

PSI No. 41829

www.psiproductfinder.de

Additional suppliers can be found in the reference work

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 or online in our

PSI Product Finder

www.psiproductfinder.de

Additional suppliers can be found in the reference work

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 or online in our 

PSI Product Finder
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PSI No. Inserent / Advertiser Seite / Page

45461 ALTA SETA GmbH & Co. KG 070

41169 ASS - Spielkartenfabrik Altenburg GmbH 029

Chiffre 20160201 076

45619 CLIPY Artur Begin, S.L. U2/IFP

42819 Gustav Daiber GmbH 005

45720 DreamPen, Polish Ball-Point Pens Producer,

Inh. Dariusz Libera 025

PSI Partner FKM e.V. 002

41615 Geiger Aktiengesellschaft 057

45666 Halfar System GmbH 045

41275 C. Jul. Herbertz GmbH 073

46235 Herka GmbH 047, 070

16394 informa MUSIC & MEDIA GmbH 076

42907 Inspirion GmbH 013

44613 IssueTissue® / IssueTissue bv 073

16842 JA Werbeartikel, Inh. Jens Ackermann 074

48291 JH Innovations GmbH 029

42706 Kalfany Süße Werbung GmbH & Co. KG 049

43358 KLEEN-TEX INDUSTRIES GMBH 072

42438 Lediberg GmbH 003

42020 mbw® Vertriebsges. mbH U4/OBC

45974 Multifl ower GmbH 061

44367 New Wave GmbH 007

42809 F. Pecher GmbH - Fabrik für Schreibgeräte 053, 070

40660 PF Concept Deutschland GmbH 059

46925 Pins & mehr GmbH & Co. KG 055, 071

45727 Plastolan GmbH 061, 071

42332 prodir S.A. 001

43952 PSI - Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH 047, 069, 

077, 083,

U3/IBC

46261 reeko design gmbH & co. Kg 051

48295 Relags GmbH 067

49018 Michael Schiffer Promotion GmbH 021

46405 SIPLAST Siegerländer Plastik GmbH 031, 071

41108 STAEDTLER MARS GmbH & Co. KG 015

45328 Stilolinea Srl 019

41848 uma Schreibgeräte Ullmann GmbH 017

43385 VELOFLEX - Carsten Thormählen GmbH & Co. 027

47555 Vim Solution GmbH 023

49104 Werbemittel-Händlerservice 073

Beilagen / Inserts (* Teilaufl age / Part circulation)

49124 BQS Textiles BV *

INSERENTEN-VERZEICHNIS / LIST OF ADVERTISERS

UNTERNEHMENSVERKAUF / BUSINESS FOR SALE STELLENANGEBOTE / JOBOFFERS

Gesucht - Junger
Firmengründer
mit finanzieller

Grundlage
Gut eingeführtes Unternehmen

im Druck- und Veredlungs-Bereich

tätig, gibt aus Altersgründen die

Bereiche Heimat-, Regionen- und

Trend-Artikel ab.

Startkapital 0,5 Mio. € zur 

Übernahme notwendig.

Lage Mitte/West Deutschland.
Bei Interesse, Zuschriften bitte an:

PSI Journal

Chiffre Nr.: 20160201

Völklinger Str. 4

40219 Düsseldorf

verlag@psi-network.de
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TOP PRODUCT TOPICS IN PSI JOURNAL

Please don’t hesitate to contact the PSI Cross-Media Sales Team at any time for assistance.
Phone +49 211 90191-114/-150, Fax +49 211 90191-180, e-Mail publishing@psi-network.de 

Electronic gadgets, packaging innovations or creative gift sets 
for the holidays – present your product highlights in the June issue 
of the PSI Journal.

Issue

06
2016

ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATIONS 
and CHRISTMAS AND GIFT SETS
Copy deadline: 15.4.2016
Deadline for ads: 5.5.2016

Issue

07
2016

TOYS AND PLUSH ARTICLES and
WELLNESS AND HEALTH
Copy deadline: 16.5.2016
Deadline for ads: 6.6.2016

Issue

8/9
2016

PLASTIC, WOOD, LEATHER and
PAPER, PACKAGING AND FINISHING
Copy deadline: 24.6.2016
Deadline for ads: 5.8.2016

Issue

10
2016

FESTIVALS AND EVENTS and CORPORATE 
FASHION, LEISURE AND OUTDOOR LOOKS
Copy deadline:     18.8.2016
Deadline for ads: 5.9.2016



A comparison with others – called bench-
marking – helps one to understand

how competitive one is for the future. This 
essentially involves identifying one’s
strengths and weaknesses and identifying 
measures to improve. In order to enable 
benchmarking for the promotional prod-
ucts trade, the PSI together with the re-
nowned market research institute techcon-
sult is currently setting up a project which 
will enable the performance of trading com-
panies to be measured and which will al-
low each promotional product distributor 
to measure itself. This “PSI Business Per-rr
formance Index” is based on, inter alia, the 

query of relevant data in the areas of purchaf -
sing, sales, finance, marketing, logistics,
personnel. The query is similar to an on-
line questionnaire as in the case of the PSI
Industry Barometer. From the sum of the
anonymously collected data, the average va-
lues of the created data pool allow a com-
parison with one’s own company. Only si-
milar companies are considered. In this 
way, each trading company obtains a spe-
cific analysis with recommendations for 
action which serve as a basis for success-
ful business planning.

NOW UPDATE OF 

SUPPLIER ENTRIES 

T he PSI Supplier Finder is a reliable 
source for distributors in their search 

for suitable PSI suppliers. Companies in
the PSI Supplier Finder will be found. The 
official supplier directory of PSI is released
twice a year and is sent to all PSI promo-
tional products distributors. In addition to 
company master data, it also contains im-
portant information such as product cate-
gories and acquired certifications. PSI
members (manufacturers and suppliers) 
can now update their entries in the first
edition of the Supplier Finder 2016. En-
tries can be made until 6 May 2016. <

PSI Journal 4/2016 www.psi-network.de

PRECISE COMPARISONS WITH COM-

PETITORS THANKS TO REAL DATA
In order to populate the database with the 
necessary data, all interested parties are 
invited to actively participate: www.psi-net-
work.de and then under Services simply
select PSI Business Performance Index.
The query alone is of concrete benefit for 
participants as they are navigated through 
a proven structure which systematically de-
tects and shows the workflows (processes) 
within their own company. Thus even at
this point, weaknesses or previously un-
noticed aspects can be detected and il-
luminated. <
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PSI BUSINESS PERFORMANCE INDEX MAKES 

US FIT FOR THE MARKET

Questions about the PSI Business Performance

Index can be answered by the PSI Marketing 

Team: telephone +49 211 90191-719 or by e-

mail institute@psi-network.de. 

Online questionnaire at 

www.psi-network.de Services  PSI 

Business Performance Index.

To edit the online form PSI members can 

log in with their PSI login data at

psiproductfinder.de/de/account/profile.



E very second supplier focuses on su-
stainability. In the case of distributors, 

one in three takes concrete measures to 
certify his activities or to obtain evidence
of sustainability. And the trend is rising.
This is evident from the latest PSI Indus-
try Barometer which appeared at the PSI 
Trade Show 2016. It shows that the topic 
of sustainability has long been a central 
theme in the promotional products indus-
try. With the PSI Sustainability Awards 2016, s
the PSI ensures more transparency when
it comes to reliable proof of the sustaina-
bility of the industry. After the successful
premiere in 2015, the awards are now in 
the second round. The registration deadline 
is 15 May 2016. All companies in the pro-
motional products industry at home and 
abroad can participate, irrespective of 
whether or not they are a PSI member. 
Manufacturers, importers, promotional
product agencies and distributors can reg-
ister online for all categories. For the cat-
egories Product and Campaign, users and 
designers can also apply. Even companies
that were already in the race for the PSI 
Sustainability Awards in 2015 can partic-
ipate again in 2016. The cost of registra-
tion for PSI members is 190 - 230 euros, 
for non-members 380 - 460 euros.

TRANSPARENT EVALUATION
The submissions will be evaluated in a two-
tier system. In the first step, all uploaded 
certificates will be evaluated with points 
using a predefined scoring system. The 
following applies: The more sophisticated 
the profile of a certificate is, the higher it
will be evaluated. A jury will award addi-
tional points in the categories Ecological
Initiative, Social Initiative, Product and Cam-
paign. The aggregated points will decide 
which company receives a PSI Sustaina-
bility Award in each category. Category 8
refers to the overall winner who will be de-
termined by adding the points obtained in
the individual categories 1 to 7.
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PSI SUSTAINABILITY AWARDS GO INTO THE 

SECOND ROUND – APPLY NOW!

CATEGORIES 
The PSI Sustainability Awards will be presen-

ted in eight categories:

- Economy

- Ecology

- Social Issues

- Ecological Initiative

- Social Initiative

- Product

- Campaign

- PSI Sustainable Company of the Year 2016

THE AWARD CEREMONY
The PSI Sustainability Awards will be cer-
emoniously presented on 2 September 
2016. The awards will be presented in all 
eight categories. More information on reg-
istering and the procedure can be found
at: www.psi-sustainability-awards.de. <
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New Members

Wir freuen uns über folgende neue Mitglieder im PSI Netzwerk / 
We are looking forward to welcome the following new members
to the PSI network

PSI Händler / Distributor

PSI No. 16986 2 Pierre SRL , ITALY

PSI No. 16984 2000 Publimark SL , SPAIN

PSI No. 16993 2u Werbeservice Inh. Jens Werner, GERMANY www.2u-werbeartikel.de

PSI No. 17012 8 Com GmbH & Co.KG , GERMANY www.8com.de

PSI No. 16987 Absolon Alfred Absolon, GERMANY www.absolon.de

PSI No. 16991 AK Media André van Keulen, THE NETHERLANDS www.digipromotions.nl

PSI No. 17004 Alex Company SRL , ROMANIA www.alexcompany.ro 

PSI No. 16989 Amicca Werbeagentur Inh.  Michael Kirmeß, GERMANY www.amicca-werbeagentur.de

PSI No. 17017 Belle Impression SARL , FRANCE www.belle-impression.ppo.com 

PSI No. 17007 Berlin Design GmbH & Co.KG , GERMANY

PSI No. 17006 Brand Distibution Group SRL , ROMANIA www.brandoffice.ro

PSI No. 16998 Brand Specials Inh. Bas de Zeeuw, THE NETHERLANDS www.brandspecials.nl

PSI No. 16988 Brianto NV , BELGIUM www.brianto.be

PSI No. 17024 C-Concepts GmbH , GERMANY www.cconcepts.de 

PSI No. 16983 Comercializadora de Objetos de Reclamo, SL , SPAIN www.goodie.es

PSI No. 17020 Contrazt ApS , DENMARK www.contrazt.dk 

PSI No. 16995 Dabrock Werbung KG , GERMANY www.dabrock.de

PSI No. 17003 Digital World Computer Design LCC , UNITED ARAB EMIRATES www.digitalworldgroup.com 

PSI No. 12331 DJA Europe BV , THE NETHERLANDS www.denley.nl 

PSI No. 16985 Tresdglass LDA , PORTUGAL www.3dglass.pt

PSI No. 17008 etPlix Projekt UG (Haftungsbeschränkt) , GERMANY www.etplix.de 

PSI No. 17015 Gut Aiderbichl GmbH , AUSTRIA www.gut-aiderbichl.com

PSI No. 17021 Hanser & Ruh GdbR , GERMANY www.reklame

PSI No. 17019 h&h creativteam Inh. Detlef Hein, GERMANY www.hh-creativteam.de

PSI No. 17011 HMA Creative Hurst Morris Associates Ltd. , UNITED KINGDOM www.hmacreative.com

PSI No. 16992 imagePLUS GmbH , GERMANY www.imageplus-effekt.de 

PSI No. 16982 IMPO S.A. , SPAIN www.imposa.es 

PSI No. 16978 Inextremis - Publicidade e Marketing Lda , PORTUGAL www.inextremis.pt

PSI No. 17005 JOBB BV ltd , THE NETHERLANDS www.job-b.nl 

PSI No. 17009 Ketzler Werbe- & Textilsiebdruck Inh. Werner Ketzler, GERMANY www.siebdruck-ketzler.de 

PSI No. 17018 No Skip Advertisement LLC , SAUDI ARABIA www.noskipad.com

PSI No. 16979 Novi LDA , PORTUGAL www.novi.pt 

PSI No. 16996 Overture Premiums and Promotions LLC , UNITED STATES www.overturepromotions.com 

PSI No. 16997 PAS PLC , BELGIUM www.pasprint.be

PSI No. 17023 Philipse Sign Traiding vof , THE NETHERLANDS www.philipsesigntraiding.com

PSI No. 12186 ProDrink BV , THE NETHERLANDS www.prodrink.com 

PSI No. 17002 Project Eternity Werbehandel Gbr , GERMANY www.project-eternity.de 

PSI No. 16981 Publiway - Publicidade e Servicios LDA , PORTUGAL www.publiwaybrindes.com

PSI No. 17014 Quality Print OÜ Ltd , ESTONIA www.qualityprint.ee 

PSI No. 17001 SC Sales Serv SRL , ROMANIA www.promotop.eu

PSI No. 17010 SD 4 Business Präsente Inh. Sabine Hohmann-Jann, GERMANY www.SD-4businesspraesente.de

PSI No. 16994 Smart Travel Goods BV , THE NETHERLANDS www.luggagemate.com 

PSI No. 12499 Sportswear Langer GmbH , GERMANY www.langer-sportswear.de

PSI No. 17000 Textigraph 2000 , BELGIUM www.textigraph2000.be

PSI No. 17016 TOERMALIJN TRADING B.V. , THE NETHERLANDS www.toermalijntraiding.nl

PSI No. 16980 Via Imagen SL , SPAIN

PSI No. 16990 Weber Beschriftungen Inh. Brigitte Weber, GERMANY www.weber-beschriftungen.de 

PSI No. 17022 werberater GmbH , GERMANY www.werberater.de

PSI No. 17013 Winkler Werbung Inh. Tobias Winkler, GERMANY www.winklerwerbung.de

PSI No. 16999 Wizzard Gifts Ltd , UNITED KINGDOM



PSI Journal 04/2016 www.psi-network.de Neue Mitglieder
New Members

Wir freuen uns über folgende neue Mitglieder im PSI Netzwerk / 
We are looking forward to welcome the following new members
to the PSI network

PSI Lieferanten / Supplier

PSI No. 49169 Bionatic GmbH & Co. KG , GERMANY www.biologischverpacken.de
Bei greenbox© Bionatic ist Nachhaltigkeit nicht nur ein Schlagwort! Das Bremer Unternehmen vertreibt ein moder-
nes Sortiment an Food-Service-Verpackungen aus nachwachsenden oder mit recycelten Rohstoffen. Es kommen 
dabei u.a. Bio-Kunststoffe, Zuckerrohr, Palmblatt und Karton zum Einsatz. Viele Artikel wie z.B. die Bio-Kaffeebecher
und Papiertragetaschen sind nicht nur ab Werk, sondern auch nachträglich bedruckbar.

PSI No. 48039 BVBA Bokafe , BELGIUM

PSI No. 49747 Cookie Cutter® ASSCA GmbH, GERMANY www.cookiecutter.de
Cookie Cutter ist seit mehr als 8 Jahren einer der führenden Markenhersteller für individuelle Food-Shaping Pro-
dukte. Das Sortiment umfasst Ausstechformen in Wunschform, Backformen, Eiswürfelformen, BBQ Stempel, Toast-
stempel uvm. Es stehen zahlreiche Branding- und Verpackungslösungen zur Verfügung.

Cookie Cutter is for more than 8 years one of the leading brands for individual food-shaping products.
The range includes customized cookie cutters, cake pans, ice cube trays, BBQ stamps, toast stamps and more.
There are many branding and packaging solutions available.

PSI No. 48082 Golden Life S.N.C. , ITALY www.goldenlife.it 

PSI No. 45053 Hesas Hediyelik Esya San. Ve Tic. A.S., TURKEY www.hesas.com.tr

PSI No. 49727 MemorySweets GmbH , GERMANY www.memorysweets.com 

Außergewöhnliche Süßwaren und Spezialitäten aus aller Welt: Gebrandet, thematisiert, individualisiert. Der erste 
Dienstleister und Süßwaren Händler zugleich mit Zugriff auf alle Süßigkeiten ohne Grenzen. Konfektionen und Bran-
ding bereits ab zweistelligen Mindestabnahmemengen.

Extraordinary sweets and specialties from all over the world: Branded, thematized, individualized. The first service
provider and sweets retailer with access to all sweets without limits. Manufacturing and branding already up from 
double-digit minimum order quantities.

PSI No. 48087 Minibeachflag , THE NETHERLANDS

PSI No. 48032 Star Innovations LLC , UNITED STATES www.logostars.net 

PSI No. 48134 Walter Simon e.K. Knusperreich - Bio Cookies, GERMANY www.knusperreich.de 



OPINION

T he topic of promotional products is 
becoming increasingly important for 

inspection companies such as TÜV and
Intertek. This is due to the growing aware-
ness of safety and quality of globally op-
erating major enterprises. Especially the 
large companies in the automotive, food
or chemical industries are refraining from
their previous concept of believing eve-
rything the supplier of promotional prod-
ucts promises. Why? Because they have
had plenty of negative experiences. The
major challenge to globally operating cus-
tomers of promotional products is the di-
versity of legal requirements on promo-
tional products in the respective market-
places. This finding is becoming more 
and more widely accepted in the market. 
Customers such as Nestlé are increas-
ingly requesting external service provid-
ers for assistance in the quality assur-
ance of their promotional products.

In the past I have repeatedly spoken 
to PSI members to highlight the need to 

ONLY GOOD MERCHANDISE

of change and in a phase in which the
economy is improving again (there is no 
doubt about that!), these supposed “triv-
ial offences” are becoming more danger-
ous and can damage the industry’s im-
age. “We are being supplied with gar-
bage,” is what I heard yesterday, for ex-
ample, from a market leader in the food
industry. “When I request inspection doc-
uments from my German supplier, all I 
receive is a confirmation from his Chi-
nese supplier that everything is okay.”
These practices are particularly harmful
to the small companies in our industry.

According to the federal association
“Industrial Communication”, the budg-
ets of German B2B companies grew by
over 30 per cent last year. In addition to 
trade shows, product information, Web 
and print, promotional products play the
most important role in the allocation of 
budgets. Another great opportunity for 
the industry which should not be wast-
ed through negligence in meeting legal 
requirements and addressing sustaina-
bility issues.

introduce quality assurance concepts. 
And again and again SMEs responded 
with the same rhetoric: “We have known 
our suppliers for years, they supply only
good merchandise.” Or: “We always re-
ceive declarations of conformity from our 
suppliers confirming that all requirements
are complied with.” There is hardly a com-
pany that actually addresses the issue of 
quality assurance. Again and again I heard:
Too expensive, too much effort, not nec-
essary ...

The struggle for price and margin
plays a major role in these utterances.
Can this be an excuse? Certainly not. A 
major supplier recently commented that 
he would like to have several companies 
audited because none of their products
have the necessary certificates. This is 
why the products can be offered at low-
er prices. Properly tested and certified 
promotional products often have no chance 
in this unfair competition.The industry
needs to be careful. Particularly in times 

»Those who don’t care 
seriously for quality 
management and sus-
tainability will miss a 
great opportunity. «
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Best regards,

Michael Freter
Publisher of PSI Journal
Managing Director PSI
michael.freter@psi-network.de



Participate now

Sustainability has long been a hot topic in the promotional products industry. Taking 
responsibility for balance between economy, ecology and social and their transparent 
documentation, is what many companies prove with individual certificates.
That’s why the PSI jumped into action and created the PSI Sustainability Awards – a 
competition that leads the way as the first event to recognise with an award the 
promotional products industry’s sustainability potential and distinct self-responsibility.

Further information:
www.psi-awards.de 



PREVIEW

ENJOY IN STYLE

W ho would have thought that? The first verifiable structures of a kitchen, an 
area for food preparation that is distinguishable from a fireplace, can be found 

in the excavation finds of the pre-ceramic Neolithic A structures in Jericho in the
8th millennium BC. This is proof that the culture of cooking is one of the oldest
civilization-forming achievements. A lot has happened since then, of course. Ho-
wever, the continued development of the prehistoric hearth, the kitchen, still re-
mains the centre of domestic life. In our April issue, we address this lifestyle topic
with products in the industry – and present appropriate products in the “Sweet and 
Culinary” segment.
Please give some thought to the product theme of the June issue with the thematic groups
“Electronics and Communication” and “Christmas and Gift Sets” and send your product
presentations (image and text) by 15 April 2016 to: Edit Line GmbH, Redaktion PSI Journal, 
e-mail hoechemer@edit-line.de. <

A PLACE IN THE SUN

G iving advertising messages a place in the sun – this is what the sunshades from
Clipy make possible. Inventiveness, entrepreneurial spirit and charm have made 

the Madrid-based company into a specialist that has long been well known far beyond 
the borders of Spain. An impressive development for the chance acquaintance of a man
with a product that once was new. <

TRANSPORTING EMOTIONS 

W hen the young entrepreneur Arne Schubert started out in the world of individu-
al promotional products with his “allbranded” project, he already had a distinct 

idea of how he would promisingly combine three-dimensional advertising with digital
reality. That he and his team would successfully stir up the promotional products mar-
ket in a very short time with an up-to-date concept is a story that is worth telling in this
edition. <
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SIND GENAUSO SYMPATHISCH  
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